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Feasibility Study of a Permanently Implanted Prosthetic Hand
Abstract
The feasibility of a permanently implanted prosthetic hand was evaluated from
both an internal biocompatibility and exterior mechanics point of view. A literature
review of the issues involved in permanent implantation of a percutanious device was
performed in the areas of bone interaction and fixation and neural interface control. A
theoretical implant was designed for a 90th percentile male, using an HA-G-Ti composite
material to provide a permanent base to which the hand could attach. Using a radial
implant length of 1.87 inches and an ulna implant length of 1.32 inches, the simulated
implant could withstand a push out force of 10,260 pounds. Using nerve guidance
channels and micro-electrode arrays, a Regenerative Neural Interface was postulated to
control the implant. The use of Laminin-5 was suggested as a method of preventing the
lack of wound closure observed in percutaneous devices.
The exterior portion of a permanent artificial hand was analyzed by the
construction of a robotic hand optimized for weight, size, grip force and wrist torque,
power consumption and range of motion. Using a novel dual drive system, each finger
was equipped with both joint position servos as well as a tendon. Fine grip shape was
formed using the servos, while the tendon was pulled taunt when grasping an object.
Control of the prosthetic was performed using a distributed network ofmicro-controllers.
Each finger's behavior was governed by a master/slave system where input from a
control glove was processed by a master controller with joint servo and tendon
instructions passed to lower-level controllers for management of hand actuators. The
final weight of the prototype was 3.85 pounds and was approximately 25% larger than
the
90th
percentile male hand it was based on. Grip force was between 1.25 and 2 pounds
per finger, depending on amount of finger flexion with a wrist lifting capacity of 1.2
pounds at the center of the palm. The device had an average current draw of 3 amps in
both normal operation and tight grasping. Range ofmotion was similar to that of the
human model. Overall feasibility is examined and factors involved in industrial
implementation are also discussed.
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Section I: Introduction
The human hand enables us to manipulate our environment like no other part of
the body. Through our hands, we are able to act upon the ideas and thoughts we
conceive. The human hand has enabled us to produce tools, music, agriculture, art,
technology and a host of other innovations not possible with "paws". The hand is the
catalyst of invention.
The hand is as much a sensing device as it is an actuator. The hand's sense of
touch is used in all of our endeavors and after sight and hearing, is the most used (and
missed) sense. This dual role of the hand as both sensor and manipulator places it as one
of the more vital parts of the body. The absence of one or both hands, while not life
threatening, can significantly impact the quality of life.
This thesis discusses the requirements for the design of a permanently implanted
prosthetic hand. The overall objective is to show that it is possible to restore full function
to a person missing a hand by using an electrically powered device which is directly
controlled by neural signals from the patient's own nervous system. Details of the
biological components of the design will be evaluated based on the latest research in
biomaterials and neural interfaces. A prototype of the external portion of the prosthetic
will also be built and tested to demonstrate proof of concept and the capabilities of a low
weight, low cost robotic hand.
Assessment ofNeed:
Modern medicine is able to cure many ailments, yet the cure for a missing or
severely damaged limb can not be found in our vast pharmacopoeia. While it is true that
advances in tissue engineering are making the development of new body structures
possible [1], there still is currently no way to replace a complex system such as a full
limb. Aside from the reattachment of recently severed limbs (with a host of
complications all it's own) and transplants (which risk rejection with no promise of
restoring function [2]), prosthetics remain the only way to replace a missing body part.
Considering the importance of the hand, replacements are a necessity. Given it's
functions, current prosthetics are rather lacking.
The total number of amputations performed in the U.S. is 20 to 30,000 each year
and rising [3]. The largest demographic group which receives the most amputations, are
individuals between 50 and 75 years old. These amputations are due mostly to vascular
disease, especially of the legs and feet. Younger individuals who receive amputations
most often require such surgery as the result of injury. Of the total amputations
performed, about 15% of those are for the upper extremities. This equates to 3,000 to
4,500 new upper extremity amputees each year. Other sources [4] place this number
closer to 10,000.
The reasons for these amputations vary, but the most common reason is peripheral
vascular disease, which may include diabetes mellitus as well as other ailments . This is
especially true in older individuals, who have suffered from the disease over a longer
period of time.
The secondmost common need for amputation results from injuries. These
include accidental amputation, severe trauma, burns, and frostbite. Injury is the most
common reason for amputees under 50 and is more common for men than women.
Amputation is necessary in these cases when the limb has been structurally damaged
beyond repair, or when irreparable vascular damage has resulted. In the case of injury, it
is vital that the amputation is planned thoroughly and that the need to remove the limb is
accurately assessed. Given modern surgical techniques, a limb can often be replanted or
restored, though that possibility may not be evident given the immediate damage.
Other reasons for amputations include infections, tumors (rare), nerve injuries and
congenital deficiencies [3]. Regardless the cause, the upper extremity amputee has lost a
portion of their ability to interact with the world. For some of these people, prosthetic
replacement is an effective option, so long as the device is able to perform within their
expectations.
History:
The oldest known prosthetic is a replacement large toe for an Egyptian woman
from around 1000 BC [5]. The toe was fashioned from wood and secured to the foot
using twine and leather straps (Fig 1). This device allowed the woman to walk without
much of a hobble. An interesting point is that the artificial toe appears to have been
stained to a skin tone approximating that of the indigenous people and has a "toe
nail"
feature carved into the top. This illustrates the need for prosthetics to be not only
functional, but aesthetically pleasing as well.
In the realm of upper extremity prosthetics, replacement hands were limited to
aesthetic replacements or functional hooks for centuries. Many of the advances in
prosthetic mechanics were driven by blacksmiths incorporating clockwork mechanisms
into the hand for limited operation [6]. These prosthetics could either loosely resemble a
hand, with little functionality (Fig 2), or could be useful, yet look rather grim. These two
prosthetics solutions are still in use today, though modified so as not to be so crude.
Figure 1: Ancient Egyptian prosthetic toe.
Reprinted without permission. [5]
Figure 2: Drawing of clockwork
mechanisms incorporated into early
prosthetics from the 1600's
Reprinted without permission. [6]
Early controlled grasp artificial hands were cable operated devices that used
motion of the users shoulder to open and close the hand. Early references to this type of
prosthetic appear in much of the prosthetics material published afterWWII. This device
is still in use today, though refinements in clutching and control mechanisms have been
made [7].
Current Upper Extremity Prosthetics:
Modern prosthetic hands run the gambit from simple "rubber" look-alikes to
advanced electrically driven devices capable of responding to myoelectric activity. Each
has it's advantages and disadvantages, with the more functional hands being the more
complex and costly [4].
Cosmetic Restoration Prosthesis:
As mentioned earlier, a cosmetic restoration prosthetic can be made that
resembles the missing portion of the absent upper extremity (Fig 3). The prosthetic is
essentially a
"manican" hand with an outer glove made of latex, rigid PVC, or silicone.
The glove is then painted to resemble the patient's remaining hand including freckles,
finger nails, etc. Each glove material has advantages and disadvantages over each other
ranging from cost to weight to durability. This type of prosthetic is the simplest type,
with no control systems to worry about and minimal harnessing to fix it to the wearer. It
is also the lightest with little to no maintenance necessary other than replacing the glove
as it wears.
Figure 3: Cosmetic restoration prosthetic next to remaining hand for comparison.
Reprinted without permission [7] .
This type of prosthetic is passive, however, and has no true grasping ability. The
artificial hand is essentially "for
show"
only. This make activities requiring two grasping
tools impossible. Many amputees use a cosmetic prosthetic in social settings where
grasping is not necessary while using a powered prosthetic when two hands are called for
[8].
Body Powered Prosthesis:
The body powered prosthetic is the oldest controllable device for upper extremity
replacement (which doesn't require use of the other hand). This prosthetic uses
movement of the upper arm, shoulder, or chest and translates that motion via control
cables into movement of the replacement hand (Fig 4a). Some body powered prosthetics
can also allow for control of a replacement elbow if needed. The
"hand"
on the end of a
body powered prosthesis may be a split-hook (Fig 4b) or a more cosmetic hand shape.
Figure 4a: One available harness arrangement
for control of body powered prosthetic. [9]
Figure 4b: Split hook hand for
body powered prosthetics. [9]
One of the great advantages of body powered a prosthetic is its ability to enable
the patient to maintain proprioception, or knowledge of the shape and position of the
artificial hand. Because the amount of hand
"flexion/extension" is controlled by a part of
the users body, the patient can sense how far open the hand is depending on the position
of their controlling body structure. Experienced users are able to function quite well and
perform relatively delicate operations using these prosthetics [8]. Body powered
prosthetics provide the greatest grip of any upper extremity prosthetic, with some capable
of producing over 50 pounds of grip force. These prosthetics also have low maintenance
and high durability with only broken control cables being amajor issue.
Drawbacks to body powered prostheses are a result of their controllability. The
harness which holds the prosthetic to the body and translates motion into grip control
restricts the range of motion the patient can move and use the arm. Generally, the body
powered prosthetic is viable for grasping activities between the waist and mouth, with
motion to the side, over head, or below the waist either not possible (due to the harness
restricting movement) or a slacking of the control cable, rendering the prosthetic useless.
Some users also feel uncomfortable and unnatural having to provide large, often obvious
motions with one part of their body just to close their hand.
Electrically Powered Prosthesis:
The more natural prosthetic is the electrically powered prosthetic. This prosthetic
uses electric motors to open and close the hand. The hand being one or two curved,
mobile endoskeletal structures covered with a cosmetic cover (Fig 5a). The control for
these devices is accomplished by myoelectric servo control or harness servo control.
Myoelectric control uses sensors in the socket of the prosthetic (Fig 5b) to detect the
myoelectric activity of the remaining muscle groups.
Figure 5a: Electrically powered hand
and cosmetic cover. Photo courtesy
ofOtto Bock Health Care, all rights
reserved. [10]
Figure 5b: Transparent socket with
myoelectric sensors visible. Reprinted
without permission [4]
This information is used to direct the motion of the prosthetic to open or close
proportional to the amount of myoelectric activity. Such systems have been used since
the late sixties [8], but only recently have the power supplies and control electronics
become small enough for full commercial application. Harness control uses motion of a
different part of the body to control the hand. While similar to body powered prosthetics,
the amount ofmotion needed to operate a harness servo system is much lower than a
mechanical control system [11]. These prosthetics use a skeletal/soft tissue lock where
the arm is held on the remaining stump using wedging action, or a suction lock where a
vacuum is drawn between the socket and stump. Some models under development can
transmit temperature sensation using thermal sensors in the artificial hands and pfelter
effect modules in the socket [12]. Myoelectric arms are capable of being covered in
cosmetic skin and used in any position due to their lack of control cables and harness.
Their electric motors enable them to produce up to 30 pounds of grip force.
The main disadvantage of the electrically powered prosthetic is its high cost,
which may or may not be covered by insurance. The cost for a full replacement Utah
Arm is between $50,000 to $70,000 [13] which includes the device and all of the time
being fitted for the arm, testing for myoelectric control capability, and training as well as
the device itself. Electrically powered prosthetics are also complex devices, which have a
number of potential sources of failure. They are not tolerant of high moisture
environments or contaminants (dust, dirt, saw dust, etc.). A rough estimate is that the
users of electrically powered prosthetics should expect to need repairs once a year. They
are also the heaviest at three to four pounds [14]. Batteries for these devices last between
one and three days, depending on use. Not all amputees are capable of using a
myoelectric arm. Skin conditions, stump shape, remaining muscle tissue and patient size
and strength can all affect the ability of an individual to use an electrically powered
prosthetic.
Electrically powered prosthetics with myoelectric control are the state of the art in
terms of upper extremity prosthetics. They enable the user to perform many of the tasks
as if they were using a true, natural hand. They do have drawbacks, however, and are not
capable of the fine movements capable of a natural hand, with opening or closing the
entire hand being the only range of motion available. Myoelectric control is indeed
functional, but the bandwidth necessary for full control of multiple degrees of freedom of
the hand far exceeds that capable with opposing muscle groups. The next generation of
prosthetic hands will enable the operator to have full control of each joint of each finger
as well as full wrist control. Instead of a socket, the prosthetic will be rigidly fixed to a
terminal socket, permanently implanted in the remaining arm. These features will enable
the user to use their prosthetic as if their natural arm was never lost.
Psychology and Physiology ofAmputations:
In order to asses to feasibility of a permanently implanted prosthetic hand, it is
important to understand the physiology of amputation and its effects on the remaining
biological system and structure. While amputation is one of the earliest known surgical
procedures, the act itself has changed little over the millennia. Advances in the
technology ofmedicine, primarily aseptic techniques and anesthesia have allowed for
amputations to become more complex than simply "lopping off the desired limb. A
century ago, a good surgeon could remove a limb from a screaming patient (unless
anesthetized with chloroform), sew together major arteries and veins and close the
amputation site in about 15 minutes [15]. Modern practices permits the surgeon to take
the time necessary to shape the remaining stump into a viable shape and properly control
bleeding before wound closure. These steps are vital for proper healing, prosthetic fit,
and usefulness.
Perception:
The assessment of the need to amputate a limb is of vital importance [3]. General
medical practice is to try to preserve the original limb, despite injury or function if at all
possible. This is most evident in the cases of trauma, where disease free tissue damage
has the potential of being repaired. This want to preserve the limb often ignores the
capabilities of the prosthetics available for replacement and can place a stigma on the act
of amputation should it indeed be necessary. Often a disfigured, non-functional limb is
repaired when a more functional, more cosmetic prosthetic device is available to replace
the original limb. This view of "meat over
metal"
will become an especially important
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issue when advances in prosthetics enable permanently implanted, fully functional
artificial replacements.
The first step to a successful amputation is the proper frame ofmind in which the
surgeon approaches the operation. Many surgeons do not view amputation as a viable
means of treatment and should only be performed as a last result. This attitude can lead
to rushed implementation of the procedure, with little time spent on planning before,
shaping during, and post-operative care after. A more proper view of amputation should
be that the removal of the diseased or severely damaged limb is the first phase of
restoring the patients quality of life. Given this view, amputation is more similar to
reconstructive surgery than dissection as many surgeons see it.
Many surgeons often are not properly experienced in the rehabilitation of
amputees and as such do not approach the issue with the training and background needed
to allow for proper prosthetic prescription after surgery. For this reason, trained
prosthetisists should supervise the operation from planning to post-operative care. This
will be especially true when prosthetics are capable of being permanently implanted for
the life of the patient.
Surgery:
The type of amputation discussed in the following section covers the details of
closed amputations, intended as a final operative procedure. These differ from open
amputations where the wound is not fully closed and final closure is performed at a later
time following further amputation or diagnosis.
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Skin flaps, cut and formed during surgery are critical to final stump healing.
Enough skin should be shaped to form a smooth rounded stump (Fig 6). Excessive skin
can lead to poor prosthetic fit and minimize functionality [3]. The location of the scar is
important such that it does not rub against bone which could lead to scar breakdown. In
the case of permanently implanted prosthetic sockets, the skin should be shaped to form a
conventional stump, with the apertures for the neural interface socket and structural
members made after proper shaping of the stump. This allows for properly shaped holes
where the percutaineous (through the skin) members protrude through the skin, enabling
more rapid healing and adherence to the projecting parts of the prosthetic.
Skin Flaps
(a) (b)
Figure 6: Illustrations of skin flaps detailing point at which bone is sectioned (a) and a completed
amputation showing rounded shape and suture location (b). Based upon illustration in book chapter by
Tooms, 1998 [3].
Soft tissue must be dealt with in a delicate manner to minimize excessive damage
due to stretching or abrasion. Muscles are sectioned and tied to opposing muscle groups
or the remaining bone. Surgeons should be mindful to avoid placing the tissues into too
high or low state of tension. This is important for proper circulation after closure and
final stump shape. Muscle positioning is critical for stump shape and should be
performed such that the remaining stump is not too bulky. In conventional prosthetics,
this step is key to producing an easy to fit prosthetic socket [3]. Permanently implanted
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prosthetics, not using a socket for attachment to the body do not require as precisely
shaped a stump. Soft tissue shaping should be performed for cosmetic reasons, however.
Utmost care must be used when handling the nerves severed by the amputation.
To reduce the chance of undue stump pain, the nerve should be cut such that the
remaining end is proximal to the stump surface. It is during surgery that the neural
interface nodes (covered later in this volume) should be placed onto the ends of the
severed nerves. These nodes are then fixed to the remaining bone such that they do not
rub against the soft tissue covering them.
The bones of the forearm should not be sectioned more distal than two-thirds
toward the hand. This is due to the low vascularization of the more distal portions of the
forearm which can delay healing of the amputation [3]. The remaining bone should be
formed into a shape which is smooth and will not place excessive pressure on soft tissue
or rub after fitting of the prosthetic. After bone has been shaped, the implanted portion of
the prosthetic will be installed.
Surgery should conclude with the installation of drains (to be removed after 48 to
72 hours) and the application of rigid dressings to enable use of temporary prosthetics.
The early use of prosthetic devices, however crude or temporary, is vital to the
psychology of the patient. Temporary prosthetics lessen the impact of losing a limb and
encourage the new amputee to continue performing activities in a bimanual manner. By
learning to accept the use and presence of prosthetics early in the treatment, prosthetics
rejection rates are lowered and full recovery is more likely [3]. In the case of prosthetics
with capabilities similar to original hands, keeping the patient using both limbs is critical
as the new artificial hand will not be ready for use for several weeks. While use of the
13
temporary prosthetic should be encouraged, care should be exercised in the loads placed
upon the healing amputation site. This is not as much of a problem in upper extremities,
where body weight is not placed upon the wound (as in leg amputations), yet younger and
more stubborn individuals may test the limits of their capabilities.
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Section II: Biological Design
Internal Biological Design:
The permanently implanted prosthetic will have components that will be subjected
to one of the most inhospitable environments, the inside of a living mammalian body.
The materials and structures implanted will be exposed to chemical and biological attack,
and must withstand such punishment without reacting in such a way that could be
hazardous to the organism in which they are implanted. The materials selected for the
internal portions of the prosthetic must survive this abuse for the life of the patient, which
could be 50 or more years after installation. Current long term implants with a similar
mode of installation to that proposed (such as the femoral component of hip arthroplasty)
have a 73% survivability rate after 25 years [16], yet a permanently implanted prosthetic
will need to last considerably longer in order to justify the cost involved.
Bone Interaction:
StructuralMaterials:
Several materials are currently available for use in implanted devices. Each has
advantages and disadvantages compared to the others. Current metallic implant materials
range from stainless steel (falling out of favor), Cobalt-Chromium (CrCo) Alloys (the
most used implant material), and titanium (Ti) and it's alloys. For a permanently
implanted prosthetic hand structure, pure Ti alloy is the best choice for the given
application.
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Titanium's most notable feature is it's high strength to weight ratio. The use of
titanium allows for very rugged, yet light prosthetic structures to be formed. Titanium is
also rather flexible which is advantageous in reducing the effects of stress shielding. If
the bone into which the implant is secured is not "used" by the application of normal,
day-to-day loading, the bone will begin to decalcify and weaken, which can lead to a
reduction ofmaterial securing the implant and loosening of the device [17].
Titanium is also biologically inert due to it's thick oxide layer, which gives it
excellent corrosion resistance. Titanium oxide can also support porous ingrowth through
the attachment of osteocytes (bone cells), eliminating the need for bone cement or
additional coatings [17], though many researchers debate this issue (discussed later).
The drawbacks to the use of titanium include poor shear strength and high
coefficients of friction when sliding against itself or othermetals. These properties
eliminate it's use in pins, plates, and artificial joints, yet have no impact upon it's
performance as a structural member. The effect ofwear debris from Ti and it's alloys can
not be overlooked, however. Due to small amounts of rubbing between the implant and
the surrounding bone, wear particles ofTi02 and Ti alloy may accumulate in the
implant/bone interface. These particles, like other implant wear debris, can lead to
localized necrosis of bone and formation of scar tissue, which can not bear the loads
placed upon the prosthetic. This in turn leads to loosening and greater rubbing between
the bone and implant. For this reason, fixation to the surrounding bone is crucial to long
term implant success.
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Implant Fixation:
As previously mentioned, the attachment of the prosthetic to the bone is key to
success of the implant and health of the patient. Loosening of an implant will most likely
curtail all future use of an implant at that specific site as too little bone may remain to
support additional implantation. Fixation of implants can be accomplished in one of
three ways [18]:
1) Mechanical interlock: Includes wedging, press fit, threads, and bone cement
used like a grouting agent.
2) Biological bonding: Direct ingrowth of bone material into the implanted
device through porous surfaces.
3) Chemical bonding: Using coatings on the exterior of the implant to enable the
bone to directly bond to the device.
Bone cement provides immediate fixation of implant upon curing, yet has two
surfaces capable of delamination, the implant/cement interface and the cement/bone
interface. Cement fixation can also lead to formation of a fibrous membrane between the
implant and the bone. Factors involved in the generation of scar between the implant and
bone may be due to toxicity of free cement particles, high curing temperatures of the
cement or damage due to shaping of the socket the implant is inserted into [19].
Of the three options, the use of chemical bonding has been hotly debated over the
past decade. Numerous studies have been published concerning the use of hydroxyapatite
(HA) and it's derivatives as a coating formetallic implants. About an equal number of
17
research efforts have shown evidence of it's advantages and disadvantages as a ceramic
implant coating.
Hydroxyapatite is a synthetic ceramic which is very similar to the non-organic
compound found in bone tissue [20]. It is often applied to ametal (pure Ti, Ti alloy or
CrCo alloy) substrate using plasma flame spraying in order to promote bone ingrowth. Its
similarity to the bone chemistry permits direct bone apposition. It also induces direct
bone ingrowth and osteointegration if the pore sizes are over 100u,m diameter [18], [21].
This dual fixation ability has shown marked improvements in bone apposition and
implant pullout strength, with one study noting a strength of 37.5MPa after 12
weeks [20] using HA coated CrCoMo implants compared to 1.5MPa for uncoated pure Ti
implants [22]. This increase in fixation strength makes HA a seemingly attractive option
for implant coating, yet it has several detractors.
Hydroxyapatite is a brittle material that can delaminate at the implant/coating
surface, similar to cement fixation. This "flaking off of the HA can lead to fibrous
membrane formation. The plasma spray coating process is also not capable of holding
tight tolerances in terms of coating thickness and uniformity, crystalinity, interfacial
porosity, and impurities [18]. Crystalinity in particular has been shown to influence bone
apposition, with lower levels resulting in lower amounts of bone ingrowth. The
Handbook ofBiomedical Engineering states that the use ofHA coatings serves only to
increase the rate of osteointegration and that long term fixation strength for coated and
roughened uncoated Ti implants is the same [18]. This same reference in a later section
*
The distinction should be made between pushout and pullout strength lies in the method used to test the
implant fixation to failure. It is not known by the author if the difference between pullout and pushout
strength is significant. It is assumed that the two are equivalent measures of implant shear strength.
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states that it may lead to a several fold increase in implant interfascial strength in addition
to requiring one third to half the time required for Ti alloy implant fixation. It has been
shown that there is little difference in bone apposition after 30 days between Ti implants
and ceramic coated implants [23]. With so many papers published taking contradictory
stances on the benefits ofHA, it is difficult to form an opinion on the matter one way or
the other. New materials and coatings which have similar properties to HA, yet address
the problems associated with it are a step in resolving the issue.
Additional coating materials have been tested and have shown improvement over
traditional HA coatings. The use of fluorinated apatite (fHA) has been shown to
demonstrate lower amounts of coating degradation over a 36 week implantation period
compared to an HA control [24]. The fHA coating otherwise performed similarly to an
HA coated implant. A new type of implant coating uses a gradient coating of glass and
HA, with an HA layer at the bone interface, an HA and glass layer, and finally an all glass
layer bonded to the Ti substrate [20] (Fig 7).
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Figure 7: Schematic cross section ofHA-G-Ti coated implant surface illustrating material gradient. Based
upon paper by Maruno, et. al., 1998 [22]
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This new coating has demonstrated the osteointegration abilities ofHA, without
the problems associated with delamination. The glass gradient from all glass at the Ti
interface to all HA at the bone interface holds the two materials together. The HA-G-Ti
implants have shown pullout strengths of 114MPa after one month with a final strength
of 163 MPa after 11 months. By comparison, roughened Ti implants showed only
1.5MPa pullout strength after three months which is only marginally improved from it's
fixation strength after 1 month.
Regardless of coating or surface condition used, the key to osteointegration in
non-cemented implants is adequate immobilization of the implant during healing [22]. In
the initial period after implantation, bone recedes from the implant surface for
approximately 16 days. After which time, bone begins to reform around the implant.
This leads to final fixation times ranging from one month [20] to three months [18] .
Loading the implant during this healing time may result in low levels of bone ingrowth
and formation of fibrous membranes at the implant bone interface.
Implant Design:
The interior portion of a permanently implanted prosthetic hand should provide a
strong foundation for the exterior actuator. From the current literature cited above, it is
feasible to implant internal components to which the artificial hand is attached. From a
materials point of view, the technology has progressed to the point where permanent
skeletal prosthetics are possible and have been installed [18].
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The greatest problem associated with implanted devices is loosening of the
implant [18]. This is especially true in the case of osteointegrated implants, where
implant failure can not be corrected with re-installation. Often, too little bone material
remains to permit re-implantation of a failed device [18]. While loosening is mostly
avoided by giving the implant the longest no-load heal/fixation time possible, it should
also be designed such that it can withstand the loads placed upon it in normal operation.
A prosthetic hand is directly connected to a portion of prosthetic arm, and the arm
attaches to the implanted structure. Given the permanent nature of the device, the implant
must be capable of at least withstanding the loads placed upon a natural arm without
significant motion at the implant/bone interface. One factor in the failure of elbow joint
replacements is the limited bone stock available for implant fixation [17]. Given the
similarity between an elbow replacement and the location of the hand/wrist implant in the
same approximate location, this influence must be addressed. Taking a maximal
approach, the implant fixation strength must be at least as strong as the material
properties of the bone into which it is implanted.
Using the ultimate tensile strength of the radius and ulna bones (15.2 and 15.1
kg/mm2
respectively) [25] as a guideline, a model for calculating the minimum implant
length for a given frame size (percentile) was developed (Appendix A). The minimum
implant length for a
90th
percentile male was calculated to be 1.87 in. for the radius and
1.32 in. for the ulna. The implant fixation strength was based on the use of a HA-G-Ti
composite implant with a final fixation strength of 163 MPa [22]. These lengths
represent the length at which the implant pullout strength is equal to the ultimate tensile
strength of the bone into which it is implanted, with a factor of safety of 1. An implant of
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these lengths with a pushout strength equal to the pullout strength given for a
90th
percentile male, would be able to support a force of 10,260 pounds before failure of the
implant/bone interface (Appendix B). This is especially critical in a falling situation
where the impulsive force upon impact could pose a threat to implant stability. The
disparity between the lengths required by the two bones is due to differing material
properties and internal geometries.
When the solid heads of the radius and ulna are taken into account, the smallest
amount of original bone to remain after amputation is approximately 2.43 in. from the
end of the radius (Fig 8). Consequently, this length is also approximately the distance
from the elbow at which the biceps and triceps insert into the forearm for
extension/flexion of the elbow [26].
2.43"
1.31"
Min Ulna
Implant Length
HA-G-Ti
Implants
Ulna
Radius
1.86"
Min Radius
Implant Length
Figure 8: Cross Section of implanted portion of prosthetic.
Approximate actual size.
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Profile of the implant would have to match the internal profile of the radius and
ulna for best fixation (Appendix C). Though shaping of the interface surface is possible,
undue mechanical and thermal stress may cause bone necrosis [27]. This leads to a
reduction in bone to implant contact as the dead tissue is removed by the body
(phagcytized) before healing can occur [28]. This has the additional effect of increasing
healing time. For these reasons, each implanted component of an implanted prosthetic
hand will have to be custom fabricated usingMRI data taken of the implant site.
Neural Interface:
In order to be truly effective, a permanently implanted prosthetic hand must be
capable of direct neural control and data transmission. Motion of the handmust be
controlled through natural motor control (efferent) signals and sensory information from
the hand (tactile, thermal, proprioceptive, and pain) should be transmitted back to the user
(afferent signals). This abilitymakes the replacement hand a true replacement, and not
just a gripper on a stump.
While a direct neural interface has just recently been achieved from a motor
control standpoint [29], cochlear implants have been used for decades to alleviate some
types of deafness [30]. The same technology used for cochlear implants is limited to just
a few electrodes and will not provide the bandwidth necessary for control of a prosthetic
hand. New types of interfaces have been developed that use silicon fabrication methods
to produce compact, high-resolution devices with reasonable costs. These interfaces use
the body's ability to regenerate severed peripheral nervous system axons to connect the
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nervous system to electronic devices. While regenerative neural interfaces are not a new
idea, the technology has progressed to a point where they are now much more feasible
than before. Regenerative neural interfaces consist of two parts, the interface itself and a
guidance channel used to secure the nerve fascicle to the device.
Nerve Guidance Channels:
Guidance channels are tubes of natural or synthetic material used to direct the
direction of regeneration of severed peripheral nerves. The use of guidance channels in
nerve repair has been attempted since the late 1800's but showed little promise over
traditional repair using sutures [31]. While these attempts at guiding the regeneration of
nerves were unsuccessful due to biocompatibility issues, recent materials have shown
remarkable promise in directing the repair of peripheral nerves.
Guidance channels function by providing a controlled environment in which the
injured axons can extend and regenerate, seeking attachments with new target sites
(muscles or sensory nerves). Guidance channels also reduce the chance of neuroma
formation by providing a pattern to follow, instead of the random growth sometimes seen
in regenerating nerves. Within the channel, regeneration begins with the formation of
Fibrin Cables, which form the structure of the new nervous material (Fig 9a). Support
materials are then grown on this structure, followed by elongation of the axons
themselves (Fig 9b). This process can take about amonth to repair a 10 mm gap between
two ends of a severed nerve and the regenerated nervous tissue has a slower rate of
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conduction and have less axonal connections (dependant on gap width crossed) than the
original nerve fascicle [31].
Guidance Channel Fibrin Cables
Distal Nerve Stump Proximal Nerve Stump
(a)
Regenerated Axons -
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Figure 9: Diagram of nerve regeneration using a guidance channel illustrating (a) Initial fibrin scaffold
formation between proximal and distal ends of severed nerve and (b) final nerve cable repair. Based upon
graphic in book chapter by Valenti, 2000. [31]
Several factors influence the effectiveness of nerve guidance channels from a material
properties perspective. These factors are as follows [31]:
1) Transmual Permeability: The ability of the guidance channel to permit or deny
entry of various compounds through the channel wall
2) Surface Texture: The roughness of the inner surface of the tube
3) Electric Charge: Overall electrical potential between the nerve and the channel
4) Release of Soluble Factors: Incorporating different growth supporting agents into
the material of the tube which are released over time.
5) Inclusion of Insoluble Factors: Filling the tube with growth supporting medium
(gel or fluid) before the nerve ends are placed in the channel.
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6) Seeding with Neuronal Support Cells: These cells are later incorporated into the
regenerating nerve, reducing the need for the body to replace these structures.
In the case of an amputated nerve, where the distal portion is removed completely,
most guidance channels will not work to promote regeneration. The best combination of
factors to support regeneration of only one nerve ending is a semi-permeable material
with smooth inner walls and using insoluble and soluble factors. Specifically, PAN/PVC
with a molecular weight cut-off of 50,000Daltons (8.3 x 10"20 grams) will foster
regeneration despite the lack of a distal nerve. It is not known if this material can be
produced incorporating soluble factors, but given it's performance specifically with one-
ended regeneration (most studies involve the use of a transected nerve only), it may be the
onlymaterial available for this application.
Neural Interface:
A regenerated neural interface (RNI) consists of an array of via holes in which
electrodes have been placed to detect the electrical activity of individual axons which
have grown through the via holes [32] (Fig 10). These interfaces take advantage of the
peripheral nervous system's ability to regenerate following transection to obtain direct
contact between electrodes and individual axons. This type of interface is more accurate
than cuff electrodes in obtaining the signal from single axons and not as invasive as intra
neural electrodes, through it does require that the nerve be severed.
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Figure 10: Regeneration type neural interface showing axonal connections and electrodes.
Early versions of this type of interface, developed in 1969, used porous Teflon
into which gold electrodes (25 urn inner diameter) were embedded [33]. Current devices
use CMOS fabrication technology to achieve high electrode densities in small packages,
with 1 mm2as the average interface area (Fig 11). The substrate for current RNI's is a
silicon die, similar to an IC. Via holes are also produced using CMOS fabrication as
micro-laser drilling is not as repeatable, leads to surface damage of the die, and produces
holes which are conical instead of cylindrical.
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Figure 11: Photograph ofRNI with through holes, electrodes, and leads to processor visible. A
microsurgical needle appears in the top left corner for scale comparison. [32]
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The optimal via hole size has been reported by several authors to be between
about 50 u,m diameter and 100 urn [33], [34]. While this is significantly larger than the 8
|xm average diameter of an axon, larger holes support better growth through the interface.
The shape of the via holes does not appear to be critical, as success has been seen with
both square and circular holes. The spacing between via holes has not been optimized,
though the distance between centers is generally less then 100 |xm.
Electrode materials used range from gold to platinum alloys (also used extensively
in cochlear implants) to iridium. These materials are used for their excellent
biocompatibility along with their properties as conductors. Studies in the use of peptide
coatings for glassy carbon surfaces have also been performed in order to improve the
bond strength between axons and carbon electrodes [35] and other types of surfaces.
Neural Signal Processing:
The electrical activity of a healthy, original axon has an electrical potential of
about 70 mV during excitation [36] which must be significantly amplified to bring the
signal into the 0-5 V range used by TTL level components. One study did report using
gains of 1000 to 3000 [35]. This may due to the weaker signals which result from axon
regeneration as discussed previously.
Nervous control signals function by controllingmuscle groups using both signal
density and frequency [36]. As the muscle being controlled is instructed to exert more
force, the frequency of the initial signal increases, while other axons innervating other
muscle fibers within the muscle begin to fire as well, recruiting additional motor units.
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Sampling rates of 10 kHz on 10 input channels have had success in capturing muscle
control information [34] while other studies have proposed sampling rates upwards of 3
MHz [32]. Because the electrode array consists of up to 1024 axonal connections (32 by
32 array), a multiplexing arrangement must be used to sample each electrode and use a
standard number of input channels for the processor used. This multiplexing combined
with the frequency of neural signals is what drives the need for high sample rates. CMOS
fabrication technology affords the opportunity to place much of the "support
circuitry"
(multiplexer, addressing, amplifier, etc.) on the same chip as the interface (Fig 12),
though power dissipation may be an issue. A 1024 electrode interface sampling at 3 Mhz
was shown to have a thermal dissipation of 1.8 mW, though it is not known if this is
tolerable in long-term implants [32].
Figure 12: Photograph ofRNI (left) with a diagram of illustrating the locations of support components
mounted on the chip (right). [32]
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Sensory signals transmitted from the outside world to through the RNI must
stimulate afferent nerve axons that have grown into the interface. Stimulation currents of
30 uA at 0.1 ms pulse width have been shown to produce noticeable sensation in rabbit
tibial nerves [37].
Given the complex pattern of neural signals that pass information as functions of
time and density, numerous neural interfaces (total number of electrodes per array and
complete interface arrays) operating at high sampling rates are needed to fully realize an
implanted neural control interface. An estimation of scale is that a 1 mm2RNI with 1024
electrodes will be in contact with a fascicle containing 1000 to 2000 individual axons.
The computing power required to interpret and act on efferent signals to the
prosthetic hand and afferent signals sent to the user is rather large. This need for fast
information processing without needing to be easily reprogrammed has posed the
possibility of using neural networks to handle the data load [32]. Training of the neural
net (and patient) could begin as early as eight weeks after implantation [35], when
functional testing becomes possible. Each electrode in the array will have to be tested to
determine if the axons it contains are efferent, afferent, or if it is void. This is due to the
random nature of the regeneration process in which axons grow until they make an
attachment, not necessarily the correct attachment. This issue is also present in limb re
plantations which require extensive physical therapy for the patient's brain to re-map the
neural connections. Motor control electrodes would be found by having the patient illicit
motor commands and detecting which elements of the interface detected the signals.
Sensory nerves would be found by stimulating those elements which did not show a
response to motor signals from the user. Training of the user and the prosthetic would
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occur concurrently, even before the artificial hand has been attached. Actions would be
signaled by the user and the processor in the hand (knowing what action is supposed to be
performed) will determine which pattern of electrode activity corresponds to that
particular action. If the actions taught are basic joint commands, then the different taught
instructions can be combined to form complex motor movements.
It can be seen that the resolution of an RNI far surpasses that of myoelectric
prosthetic controls, which have a total signal capacity of 6.4 bits [8], compared to the 10
bits of one 32 x 32 implanted array. The use ofRNI's also provides a direct mapping of
neural signals to actions/senses, reducing the need for extensive training to control the
device.
External Interface:
The transition between implanted device and external device is critical for the
survivability of the implant and patient. The shape of the stump must allow for operation
of the prosthetic hand without rubbing, while the skin of the patient must bond to the
device to ensure a seal between the interior of the arm and the outside environment (Fig
13).
Stump shape should be smooth and well rounded for any prosthetic to function
properly [3]. However, in the case of a permanently implanted prosthetic hand, the load
is carried by the implanted portion, not a friction or suction fit as in current prosthetics.
This reduces the shape requirements of the stump, as it's surface is not a significant
functional component. Ideally, the stump would be smooth enough such that extra skin
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and tissue are not present to interfere with the prosthetic. The prosthetic load interface
between the external and internal components would include of a cup that would serve as
an aesthetic cover over the protrusion point of the implanted shafts and the wrist roll shaft
(discussed later). This cover would also protect the protrusion point from wear and tear
such that the skin is not pulled away from the implant. To reduce possible pinching
between the cover and stump, the shape should be such that it fits neatly within the
concave underside of the cover, without excess tissue (Fig 13).
Amputation Stump
Cover
Implant
Wrist Shaft
Possible Pinch Point
Figure 13: Cross section of internal and external components of implant illustrating proper stump
shape and location of potential pinch points if surplus tissue is present.
Epidermal tissue does not inherently bond to metallic surfaces passing through the
skin. A study of wound healing illustrates that a cleanly cut incision (such as would
occur during surgery) heals by first filling in the gap in the tissue from the basement
membrane, up toward the epithelium [38]. Necrosis of the tissue on the edges of the
wound also occurs as a natural process of healing, such that the cut seals itself from the
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outside-in using healthy, undamaged, cells. If the percutaneous object remains for too
great a period, the skin around it will die and shrink away from the object. This is due to
the first step in the wound healing process, the formation of a fibrin scaffold (similar to
that discussed in previously in the section on RNIs) in the wound can not be
accomplished due to the obstruction caused by the implant. The fibrin connective tissue
can not bond to the metallic surface, as it would to a basement tissue membrane. This
biological function eliminates the possibility of having a permanently implanted
prosthetic robotic hand. Novel coatings have been shown to promote and support
epidermal adhesion to titanium alloy surfaces [39]. The use of Laminin-5 protein coating
allows skin cells to effectively bond to Ti alloy by adhering to the coating which is
bonded to the metal surface. The protein coat effectively makes the percutaneous shaft of
the implant into a virtual basement membrane, upon which normal healing can occur. By
coating all surfaces passing through the skin of the patient (both structural members and
the plug for the neural interface) the possibility of a permanently implanted prosthetic
robotic hand becomes feasible.
External Biology:
Physical biology dominates the design of the external portions of the permanently
implanted prosthetic just as biochemistry and material issues dictate the internal design.
In order to design an accurate model of a prosthetic hand, the biomechanics of the hand
and wrist must be examined. This provides specifications for the prototype, discussed
later. Optimally, the prosthetic must be able to perform as a replacement hand in order to
be of use to the patient. Given the amount of hardware and surgery required for
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implantation, the permanently implanted artificial hand must surpass the abilities of
current prosthetics in order to justify it's application. Ideally, the device would perform
comparable to a natural hand. Factors of the exterior biology studied were the
capabilities of the wrist, finger grip force, and appearance, including the weight of the
human hand and forearm.
Wrist:
Given that the implanted prosthetic contains a wrist as well as a the hand, the
performance of the wrist must also be accounted for. The human wrist at full flexibility
is able to pitch approximately
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up and down. It's yaw ranges from
15
toward the
thumb to
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of ulnar deviation [40]. Roll is accomplished by rotating the radius about
the ulna at the elbow and thus is not a degree of freedom directly associated with the
mechanics of the wrist joint. Functional testing of the wrist yields a pitch torque of 30 in-
lbs with a roll torque of 70 in-lbs. A prosthetic which has these approximate capabilities
will provide not only life-like wrist motion, but will also surpass current prosthetics
which do not have a controllable wrist joint*.
Grip:
Grip shape is formed by small muscles within the hand and fingers providing both
movement and constraining torques on the joints of the fingers. The large
"grip"
muscles
located in the forearm provide finger actuation, with smaller muscles intrinsic to the hand
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(Fig 14) restricting motion or providing braking torque to different joints to produce a
specific grip shape at a specific speed [41]. This cooperative action of the muscles of the
hand is what keeps a fingers from "curling
up"from the distal phalange as would be
expected from a chain of joints actuated by a single tendon. The need for multiple
actuators is also illustrated by the actions and designs of robotic hands (discussed later),
where each joint has at least one actuator dedicated to it's motion.
Figure 14: Flexor muscles and tendons of the fingers. Reprinted without permission [62]
The small muscles of the hand also produce actuation torques, moving the
phalange while the extensor or flexor tendon adjusts length, as necessary for grip
formation. The relationship between tendon length and joint angle (whether pulling or
passively changing length) is linear as the tendon is held against the joint as it rotates
[42].
f Current prosthetics have adjustable wrists in that they must be either manually adjusted using the other
hand and then locked into the new position or the hand control switched to control the wrist.
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The joints of the fingers are capable of rotating through approximately
90
under
controllable flexion (Fig 15a). Lateral motion (abduction) of the fingers was found to be
about
10 from the vertical, with the index and little fingers able to deviate
30
toward
the outside of the hand (Fig 15b).
The thumb is situated such that it's palmar surface is rotated in toward the other
fingers approximately 60. It is able to sweep out an arc across the palm (circumduction)
of about
130
such that the gripping surfaces of the palm and thumb can make contact
[41] (Fig 15c & d).
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Figure 15: Photographs of hand demonstrating finger range of motion in flexion (a), abduction (b), as well
as the orientation of the thumb with respect to the other fingers (c) and angle of circumduction (d).
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Appearance:
The obvious appearance of a hand is that of four fingers and a thumb, scaled to a
size proportionate to the body it is attached to. While accurate, the look of a prosthetic
transcends simple requirements as the attitudes and needs of the patients using them often
defy standard aesthetics.
Weight is a key factor in prosthetic use and application. If a prosthetic is too
heavy to wear for extended periods of time, patients will often not use the device in favor
of simpler, lighter ones, or nothing at all [8]. Current myoelectric prosthetics
representing the state of the art weight about 2 to 3 pounds [4]. This is about the same
weight as an equivalent size hand and forearm for a 90th percentile male. The Robonaut
hand developed for the International Space Station is being considered for prosthetic
application and weighs approximately 6 pounds, which is significantly heavier than the
hand it would replace. The weight factor is important in traditional prosthetics in terms
of attachment methods as they are affixed using vacuum or a wedging action. A
permanently implanted device would have a more secure connection to the arm, enabling
a heavier prosthetic to be used. While a heavier prosthetic could be properly connected to
the user, the larger load may be uncomfortable, especially for smaller wearers, leading to
abandonment of the device.
The proportions and size of a prosthetic hand must be such that it resembles the
remaining hand. If the hand is too large, it will appear unsightly and unbalanced.
Aesthetically, proportion matters more than color and shape. Consequently, a
permanently implanted prosthetic hand must be close to the same size as the lost hand.
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Overall, a prosthetic should be made to look pleasing, yet not necessarily natural.
People who use prosthetics will often select to use an aesthetic, functional prosthetic over
one that has been made to look "natural" [43]. This stems from a desire to both distance
themselves from the unnatural device attached to their body while at the same time
illustrate their not being ashamed of their condition. Indeed, literature and modern
culture provides many examples of
"bionic" limbs that look rather attractive in their own
way.
Robot Hands vs. Prosthetics:
There are many similarities between advanced robotic hands and prosthetic
devices for the handicapped. These include form, function, capability, and the overall
goal of replicating the abilities of the human hand with a mechanical device. The
differences between the two fields are significant such that few, if any, robotic hands
could serve as prosthetics. In comparison, no prosthetic can match the abilities of current
robotic hands.
The history of robotic hands begins with the Salisbury Hand (Fig 16a), also
referred to as the Stanford/JPL Hand. This grasping device consists of three digits (2
fingers and an opposing "thumb") with three degrees of freedom each. Each phalange of
the hand is individually actuated by a tendon drive system. This hand was the first hand
like device to study grasping geometry and control of advanced robotic end effectors [44].
The whole mechanical system weighs 6.6 kg (14.6 lbs) , uses a drive unit which is 14 in.
long and requires an industrial controller for operation. Another well known robotic hand
is the Utah/MTT hand (Fig 16b). Another tendon drive unit, each phalange is actuated by
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dual pneumatic cylinders to provide constant flexion/extension torque on each joint. The
large number of actuators required to operate the hand lead to an actuator bank which is
24 in. in length and weighs about 20 lbs [45]. The large actuator bank size and weight
forced that it be placed adjacent to the robot on which the hand was mounted (as opposed
to mounted on the robot itself). Designed to maximize anthropomorphism, the hand has a
finger tip strength of 7 pounds on each digit and moves with a grace comparable to a
human hand. Other notable tendon drive hands are the USC/Belgrade hand and the
DIST-HAND Dexterous gripper [46] where each joint is actuated by a tendon originating
from an actuator bank extrinsic to the hand (Fig 16c).
Figure 16: Tendon drive dexterous robotic hands: (a) The Salisbury hand [47], (b) Utah/MIT Dexterous
Hand [48] and (c) The DIST Dexterous Hand [49]. Note the large actuator banks behind the hands
and the mounting of the Utah/MIT Hand in particular.
The other method of providing joint torque is at the joints themselves with motors
mounted in the fingers and hand. This eliminates many of the issues involved in routing
tendons through the wrist which can greatly complicate the hand design [45]. The NTU
hand (Fig 17) is a robotic hand designed as a prototype for prosthetic application. It uses
motors and gear trains to move each phalange, with contact and joint position (angle)
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sensors providing control feedback. While comparable in size to a human hand and
weighs 1.57 kg (3.46 lbs), the current draw in operation reaches peaks of 8.5 Amps. The
hand is also relatively weak due to it's small actuator size, being able to manipulate
objects of 0.5 kg (1.1 lbs) and maintain a static grasp on objects of 1 kg (2.2 lbs) [50].
Another hand is the DLR hand (Fig 17b), which is an entirely self contained unit
including linear actuators and sensors. Though tendon driven, the linear motors are
located in the fingers and palm of the device. This hand is approximately 50% larger than
a human hand as has a grip force sensing ability up to ION (22 pounds). Other sensors
on board include joint angle, joint torque, and temperature [51].
(a) (b)
Figure 17: Self contained hands: (a) The NTU Hand [50] and (b) The DLR Hand [52].
The state of the art in robotic hands is the Robonaut Hand built for the
International Space Station (Fig 18). This hand uses a flex shaft transmission to connect
the phalanges of the fingers to linear actuators in the palm and forearm. The use of flex
shafts allows one linear actuator to both pull the phalange closed as well as push it open
[53]. One of the key design features is the dexterity the hand was designed to
accommodate. Instead of replicating a natural human hand, the Robonaut Hand was built
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to approximate the manual dexterity of an astronaut in a space suit glove. The hand has
three precision digits (two fingers and an opposing thumb) as well as two "power
fingers"
used to provide a strong grip on tools. The whole device weighs 6 pounds and is about
the size of a space suit glove (slightly larger than a human hand). While presently
intended only for space applications, prosthetic uses are being considered.
Figure 18: The Robonaut Hand. [54]
Prosthetic hands built using robotic concepts (opposed to robotic hands built as
prosthetics) are lighter, and less dexterous than their more capable cousins. They are
also, simpler, require less power, and are generally better suited to handicapped assistance
than traditional robotic hands. Current, commercially available upper extremity
prosthetics were covered in a previous section, what follows is a review of experimental
systems being developed.
The role of robotic systems in prosthetic applications is to provide better
mechanisms for gripping a wide array of objects, instead of the single degree of freedom
devices currently available, which are essentially aesthetic pincers. Much of this research
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is focused on finger and controller design, instead of the whole prosthetic system. Many
of the prosthetic hands being developed use coupled joints to reduce the complexity of
control and minimize weight by using a single actuator to close the fingers. A novel
finger design by Baek et. al. uses linkages between the joints of the finger to act as
constraints, such that a single actuator is able to close the digit in a natural finger arc [55].
The finger is able to open and close (it is not capable of various digit postures due to it's
linkage system) and by using multiple fingers, different grip shapes can be formed,
providing for 4 four or five degrees of freedom (depending on how many fingers are
used). This not only allows for different grip shapes, but also increases the finger surface
area in contact with grasped objects. The actuator for the finger can be placed in the
fingers itself, or in the palm.
From a kinematics standpoint, a three fingered hand, with the fingers arranged in
circle allows for total constraining force upon any object grasped. A prosthetic hand built
using this concept has been developed by Guo [56]. This hand, while not
anthropomorphic, is able to securely grasp a variety objects, using a minimum of space
and weight (Fig 19). The Guo hand is a single degree of freedom device with the three
fingers moving together, using an automatically variable speed transmission with self-
adaptability (AVSTS). Each digit consists of a five bar linkage which operates similar to
the Baek hand. This allows a single motor to close all of the fingers around an object,
with the angular velocity of each joint as well as torque being automatically optimized.
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Figure 19: Drawing of the Guo three fingered prosthetic hand. Reprinted without permission [56]
Each of the mechanisms discussed has benefits and detriments to it's use in a
prosthetics application. Direct, motor driven joints allow for simplicity of design, but
lack grip force due to the need for small actuators. Tendon driven hands with large
actuators extrinsic to the hand controlling each phalange have movement similar to a
human hand with significant grip force, but are too heavy and too large to be used as
prosthetics. Coupled finger joints enable single DOF hands to better grasp objects and
move more naturally, but still can only open and close. Current prosthetics, while far
superior to a simple hook, are even more simple, serving mostly as a pleasant looking
split hook prosthetic. A true permanently implanted prosthetic hand must be able to
function as a true replacement hand in order to justify it application. In order to be a
practical replacement, it must have dexterity, strength, be light weight, and sensible in
terms of power consumption.
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Section III: Prototype Development
A functional device was built as a prototype prosthetic right hand to model an
appliance which could be used for permanent implantation. As a functional prototype (as
opposed to a clinical device), the capabilities of the hand and wrist approximate those of a
natural hand. Using a combination drive system consisting of joint angle servos as well
as tendons, an accurate, easily controlled robotic hand was created which is light enough
for prosthetic applications yet still has sufficient grip strength for everyday tasks.
Dexterity of the prototype was tested using a control glove to provide joint position data
to the robotic hand.
Structure:
To minimize weight, an open frame aluminum exoskeleton was designed such
that all of the components fit within the "cage" structure (Fig 20). This provides
maximum strength with minimum size and weight. The size of the prototype corresponds
to a replacement hand for a
90th
percentile male. Appropriate stress analysis of various
parts of the frame was conducted to ensure safety and verify the design.
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Figure 20: Prototype prosthetic hand mounted to stand. All mechanical components are located inside the
structure, under the visible controllers attached to the outside of the forearm. Visible components include
the fingers (i), thumb (ii), controllers (iii), test stand (iv) and the Control Glove in the lower right corner (v).
HandDesign:
The lengths of the individual phalanges were scaled from a drawing of the skeletal
structure of the palmar surface of the left hand in Gray's Anatomy [26]. A scale factor of
1.33 was determined by comparing the length of the last phalange of the index finger of a
90th
percentile male to the corresponding structure in the drawing. This feature was used
as the baseline due to its constant length across all digits and ease of measurement in the
human subject. All measurements were taken using dial calipers and are compiled in
Table la. By applying this scale factor to the lengths of the various phalanges of the
drawing, the lengths of the fingers of the prototype were determined (Table lb).
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thumb index middle Ring little
distal 0 0.675 0.675 0.675 0.675
middle 0.755 0.885 1.1 1.06 1.005
proximal 1.206 1.3 1.475 1.375 1.15
metacarpal 1.55 2.34 2.03 1.85 1.82
Table la: Measured phalange lengths from Gray's Anatomy (Gray, 1995 pg. 131).
thumb index middle ring little
distal 0.00 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90
middle 1.01 1.18 1.47 1.31 0.85
proximal 1.61 1.73 1.97 1.83 1.32
Metacarpal 2.07 3.12 2.71 2.47 2.43
Table lb: Extrapolated phalange lengths.
Comparison of the extrapolated lengths to actual measured lengths was performed
on the phalanges of the index finger of the author and yielded an error of 0.02 in., which
was deemed insignificant. The linear relationship did not work for the little finger,
however, and actual measurements of the author's pinky finger were used instead. The
width of the fingers was determined by the height of the servo (0.85 in) employed in this
study, which was placed sideways in the phalange (Fig 37). While this makes the finger
significantly larger than a natural finger, the width was necessary to accept commercially
available servomotors, such that the number of custom components could be kept to a
minimum.
The phalanges were designed to have a common joint feature at the rear of the
part (Fig 21), which mated to the actuation servo mounted to the phalange behind it. The
joint allowed for a slip fit of the servo hub (which was pinned in place upon final
installation). The other side of the joint feature consisted of a through hole for a 1/16 in.
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rivet used to connect the phalanges together. The distal portion of the phalange is open
for mounting the servo that acts on the next distal phalange.
Figure 21: Close up of phalange common joint detail
The phalanges were machined from solid aluminum using a CNC mill to reduce
fabrication time and to produce uniform phalange "blanks" (Fig 22a). The length of the
blank corresponds to the longest phalange (between the metacarpalphalangeal joint and
first interphalangeal joint of the middle finger) required for the prototype. Each of the
these blanks was then cut to length, the mounting hole to the next phalange drilled and
chamfering performed as secondary operations (Fig 22b). The metacarpal piece, which is
used for lateral finger motion, was constructed from the length of phalange blank
removed for fabrication of the fingertip. Wall thickness was kept to a maximum of 1/16
in., which yields a final average finger weight of 0.82 oz. which includes the parts and
rivets with no actuators.
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Figure 22: Photographs of finger phalanges, (a) Joint Blanks with in process piece (top) and finished part
(bottom), (b) Completed finger, note chamfering of top distal corner and rivets across from the servo hub
slot.
Early finger prototypes were fabricated using a press brake to form the aluminum
sheet into shape. This method yielded parts that were inconsistent and often bound up
during operation due to the inaccurate dimensions resulting from the forming. Cracks
were also noticed on the outside of the bend radii of some parts because of production
stresses. In a manufacturing setting, the phalanges could be stamped (or cast) using
accurate fixtures to keep dimensions within specifications. This would greatly reduce
fabrication time and cost.
The palm of the prosthetic was formed of 1/16 in aluminum sheet and serves
primarily as a base for the fingers and wrist pitch servos (Fig 23). The finger mounts are
0.5 in. wide extensions from the top of the palm. This reduces the friction area between
the finger and palm and minimizes the weight of the palm to 1.35 oz. The fingers attach
to the palm with 1/16 in. rivets passing through slip fit holes such that the rivets serve as
axels. The fingers are mounted to the palm along a
15 line starting from the index finger
such that they approximate the origin positions of human fingers. The spacing between
finger centers is 1.4 in and was determined by the minimum amount of room required at
the base of the finger to allow for
30
of lateral deviation. The thumb mounts to the palm
in a notch on the left side to permit rotation of the digit. The finger lateral servos, thumb
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rotation servo, as well as the wrist pitch actuators are fixed to the palm with 4-40 screws
passing through the palm. These are further secured with zip-ties to maintain alignment.
A notch at the base of the palm allows the hand to move freely without interference from
the wrist clevis bar.
Figure 23: Bottom view of palm with finger attachments visible on the left side (i). The bottom wrist servo
in it's support frame can be seen on right side, center (ii) as well as the notch for the thumb at the top (iii).
Wrist and Forearm Design:
The wrist consists of a two degree of freedom clevis using two opposing pairs of
servos (Fig 24a). Given the need for greater torque, larger servos (Hitachi HS-300's)
were used to actuate the wrist. Pitch motion is provided by a pair of servos, mounted to
the rear of the palm, with the drive hubs pinned to the center of the wrist clevis bar. Yaw
servos are arranged vertically, again with drive hubs pinned to the clevis bar. The top
yaw servo is fixed to the top wrist servo mounting plate while the bottom servo is secured
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within a frame projecting from the bottom strut of the front controller support ring (Fig
24b).
Figure 24: Front (a) and side (b) views of prosthetic wrist. Parts visible are pitch servos (i), yaw servos
(ii), wrist servo mounting plate (iii), clevis bar (iv), and bottom wrist servo mounting frame (v).
The primary structural pieces of the forearm are the end plates and arm struts
between them. This assembly truly resembles a cage framework, with the actuators
mounted inside (Fig 25).
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Figure 25: Forearm, front oblique view illustrating front endplate (i) and cage structure. Note tendon
actuators (ii) contained within cage. The top of the wrist roll motor can be seen as well (iii).
The end plates are 1/8 in. aluminum, contain the mounting holes for the tendon
lead screws, motors, tendon feedback potentiometers, and arm struts. The top wrist servo
mounting plate is also attached to the forearm structure via through holes in the front and
4-40 threaded holes on the sides. The struts which make up the cage are Va in. aluminum
square stock. These pieces have 4-40 threaded holes in the ends (two have slots for
mounting the wrist yaw servo plate), which are used to secure the end plates and top wrist
servo plate to the struts. An aluminum shaft 1.25 in. diameter connects the wrist roll
motor to the test stand of the device, passing through a Delrin bearing sleeve (Fig 26).
This shaft represents the portion of the prosthetic exterior which would be implanted into
the patient. The weight of the prosthetic is transferred from the endplates and arm struts,
through the bearing sleeve to the roll shaft. This alleviates the overhung load placed upon
the wrist roll motor.
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Figure 26: Forearm, rear view showing rear endplate, tendon actuator motors (i), wrist roll motor
(ii), Delrin bearing sleeve (iii), and wrist roll shaft (iv). The mounting brackets for the rear controller
support ring are also visible (v).
The height and width of the forearm was dictated by the sizes of the components
of the tendon drive system (lead screws, pots, motors) and the wrist roll stepper motor.
The length of the forearm is such that it occupies the remaining space between the wrist
and the point ofminimum implant length (discussed previously). This allows for
maximum tendon stroke and ensures that the prosthetic is the same length as the hand and
arm it replaces. The final weight of the entire structure (hand and forearm) without
actuators and controls is about 14 oz, with the forearm accounting for 8.6 oz.
Actuators:
Joint Servos:
Grip shape is formed by servomotors acting on each joint, with the tendon
following to take up slack. This is possible as grip strength is only required upon
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grasping. Joint torque during grip shape formation only has to overcome external forces
upon the individual fingers with the weight of the finger being the most significant. The
servos used were Expert Electronics SL260 Sub Micro Servos, with a peak current draw
of 200 mA at 5V. Able to produce 15.4 oz-in of torque and rotate 90 in 0.32 seconds,
grip shape was produced quickly and accurately. Their small size (0.85 x 0.44 x 0.75)
and weight (0.32 oz), permitted installation within the fingers (Fig 27), eliminating the
need for connecting linkages while still keeping the size of the hand close to a natural
human hand.
Figure 27: Photograph of joint servo mounted in phalange. Note mating of servo hub with
next distal phalange.
The joint servos were mounted side ways within the phalanges of the hand, with
the servo hub secured to the next most distal piece with a 1/16 in. roll pin. A 0.07
diameter hole was drilled in the servo hub prior to roll pin insertion. The orientation of
the pinhole to hub rotation is critical as it determines the angle of the next distal phalange
with respect to the prior. To keep the servo hub in the neutral position for drilling, the
hole was drilled with the servo connected to a servo controller in the re-set condition,
which maintains the neutral (position 125) position. The body of the servo was further
fastened to the phalange by double-stick foam tape on the bottom of the servo and zip-ties
around the body of the actuator as precautions.
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These servos operate with the controller in both closed-loop and semi-closed-loop
fashion. Each servo is capable ofmoving to and holding an instructed position between 0
and 255, moving through approximately
170
of arc over this range. Thus, each joint
actuator functions as it's own miniature closed loop controller, autonomous to the main
finger controller. The stock servos were also modified by connecting a lead to the wiper
arm of the internal potentiometer used by the servo for position control. This enables the
main controller (JPC discussed later) to be aware of the current position of the joint,
without the need for a second, external pot, to provide overall closed loop control.
Tendon Drive:
To provide a sure, strong grasp, a tendon system works in conjunction with the
joint servos. The tendon decreases or increases length as the fingers form a grasping
shape. Once an object has been grasped, power to the servos is turned off and the tendon
length is decreased, pulling the fingers tighter about the object. The controller detects
objects by comparing the difference between the control glove and prototype finger
extensions (discussed later in the section detailing the JPC control logic).
The tendon actuators consist of lA-20 lead screws driven by small gearhead motors
(Fig 28). A Vi-20 screw was selected for this application as it enables a high torque to
linear force amplification without an undue loss of speed.
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Figure 28: Tendon drive mechanics illustrating lead screw (i), tendon potentiometer (ii),
drive dog (iii) and tendon motor (iv). Lead nut is behind drive dog.
To produce a grip force of 16 pounds per finger at the last phalange
(approximately that measured in human subject) a tension of 50 lbs must be applied to the
tendon (Appendix D). To supply a 50 pound tendon tension, a V4-20 lead screw must
have an applied torque of 24.21 oz-in (Appendix E). Extending and retracting the tendon
such that it neither binds the opening finger or has too much slack upon finger closure
requires that the lead nut must travel the 2.5 inches of tendon throw in 1 second. For a
lead screw with a lead of 0.05 inches, this means an angular velocity of 3000 rpm
(Appendix F).
Given the above requirements, it was not feasible to meet them, due to cost, size,
and power considerations. In order to compromise without undue loss of grip strength or
speed, while still being small and light enough to fit within the prosthetic, high-power,
precious metal commutated DC motors were used. The motors used are MicroMo 2224-
012SR coreless DC motors operating through a 3.71:1 gear reducer. This motor, while
not able to meet all of the design specifications set by the lead screw and tested grip
strength, is capable of providing a rough approximation within reasonable limits.
Maximum torque is 10.31 oz-in, drawing 1.3 Amps at peak grip strength (Appendix G).
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The motor is able to spin at 2100 rpm with no load, moving the tendon through it's entire
throw in 1.46 seconds.
The motor is attached to the end plate of the prosthetic arm by three 2.5mm
screws and connected to the lead screw with a flex coupler to reduce alignment problems.
The final tendon drive mechanism is designed to produce a tendon tension of 21.29 lbs,
which generates a theoretical grip force of 7.1 pounds at the fingertip. The tendon itself
is 1/32" diameter aircraft cable. The tendon is coupled to the lead nut by attachment to a
drive dog (Fig 28, center) which is also fixed to the slide bar of the linear potentiometer,
providing feedback on tendon length to the tendon controller. The tendon is secured to
the tendon drive dog by both being tied to the dog and having split lead shot crimped to
the free end.
WristActuators:
The two servos of the wrist produce a total torque of 84 oz-in, while the estimated
torque caused by the weight of the hand and actuators is 55.1 oz-in (Appendix H). The
difference is the estimated lifting torque available to lift an object. For an object located
roughly in the center of the palm, this estimated load capacity is about 1.3 pounds. These
actuators are used in the semi-closed loop state, with no position information sent back to
the wrist controller.
Wrist roll is accomplished using a 13 Vdc stepper motor generating 30 oz-in of
torque. This motor is secured directly to the wrist roll shaft using two set-screws. The
steppermotor is housed within the forearm, with the shaft projecting rear-wards. It is
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secured to the prototype by four 4-40 socket head cap screws which pass through the
bearing sleeve, rear end-plate, stepper mounting flange and engage threads in the ends of
the internal forearm struts (Fig 26). Controlled open-loop, the position is derived from
the number of pulses sent by the stepper controller (discussed below).
Controller:
The prototype hand controller consists of various purchased and built autonomous
controllers which all act in concert to produce movement and grip. Some of these
controllers guide the operation of other controllers lower in the hierarchy while executing
their own control functions. The prosthetic as a whole can be viewed as a collection of
autonomous cooperative robots, each with a specific task.
The overall control scheme is that of a master/slave system, with joint angle data
coming from a Control Glove worn by an operator. While this does not reflect how the
prosthetic would be used in actual application, it was necessary to provide an intuitive
interface in order to properly test the capabilities of the device. Each finger is responsible
formimicking the position of the master finger individually, with no communication
between fingers. An overall logic flow diagram can be seen in Figure 35, in the JPC
Control Logic section.
Joint Position Controller:
The Joint Position Controller (JPC) used for each finger (and the wrist) was
designed around a Basic Stamp 2SX micro-controller made by Parallax, Inc. This
processor is intended primarily for hobby and educational use, yet is also very versatile
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for quick controller prototypes. Using a programming language similar to Basic, it
features 26 bytes of variable space, 16 I/O ports, and specific commands beyond the
regular basic language. One of the featured commands is RCTIME, which enables the
digital chip to read an analog potentiometer by measuring the charge time of an RC
circuit. Other components of the JPC include an H-Bridge switch for controlling the
power to the finger servos (pin 13) and two 12 bit analog to digital converters (Appendix
P) for taking voltage measurements from the potentiometers inside the finger servos.
These A/D converters communicate with the Stamp via synchronous serial lines (pins 6
and 7) and share a common enable and clock line from the processor (pins 4 and 5
respectively). A button is located on pin 15 for transmitting calibration information on
start-up (discussed in a later section). A wiring diagram of the whole finger controller
can be found in Appendix I and a detail of the pin connections of the controller
processors is contained in Table 2.
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Pin Joint Position Controller Tendon Controller
0 Control Glove Ab/Adduction 1stMotor Control Line to H-Bridge
1 Control Glove Proximal Flex/Extend 2nd Motor Control Line to H-Bridge
2 Control Glove Middle Flex/Extend Not Used
3 Control Glove Distal Flex/Extend Not Used
4 A/D Chip Enable Not Used
5 A/D Clock Not Used
6 A/D #1 Data (joints 0 & 1) Not Used
7 A/D #2 Data (joint 2 & 3) Not Used
8 Not Used Not Used
9 Not Used Not Used
10 Not Used Not Used
11 Tendon Position Information to TC Not Used
12 Not Used Not Used
13 Servo Power Enable Not Used
14 Command Signal to SSC Tendon Potentiometer
15 Calibration Button Signal from JPC
Table 2: JPC and TC processor pin connections.
The use of the A/D converters was necessitated by the nature of the RCTIME
value read form the servo pots. In a constructed system, the connections are known and
isolated such that the stamp is able to measure the resistance of a pot, without extraneous
connections distorting the result. Using an off the shelf servomotor with a lead attached
to the wiper arm of the internal pot presents several unknowns, such that simply taking
the RCTIME of the servo pot yields non-linear, noisy, unmanageable data. A plot of
RCTIME value as a function of servo position can be found in Figures 29a and b. The
servo also behaved erratically when the resistance was measured as RCTIME applies a
voltage to the resistor-capacitor circuit. This caused the internal controller in the actuator
to incorrectly determine its position and attempt to
"correct" itself. By using an A/D
converter, the stamp is able to "pick off the voltage seen by the internal pot without
disrupting the internal controller. A plot of voltage as a function of servo position can be
seen in Figure 29c. The A/D converters are not powered by the +6V bus and are instead
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powered and referenced to +5V from the 5 volt regulator on the stamp. This allows the
LM1298 chip to have a 5 volt input while the servos and stamp can operate at 6 volts.
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Figure 29: Plot ofRCtime value of internal servo potentiometer as a function of position (a) and close-up
of lower value region illustrating non-linearity of signal (b). Using a 12 bit A/D converter (c), a linear
result was obtained from which the actual position could be determined.
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Control Glove:
The user interface to the finger controllers is a tight fitting leather glove with
potentiometers mounted at the joints (Fig 30a). The glove contains 16 10k Q. pots fixed
to aluminum plates riveted to the individual phalanges of the glove (Fig 30b). The
distances between the pots were designed around the hand of a 90th percentile male, such
that the joint locations are the same as those of the prosthetic. There are also two 3k Q
linear pots to capture flexion/extension information from the proximal joint of the middle
and ring fingers (Fig 30c), and rotation of the base of the thumb, as there is no room to
place a rotational pot on the joint axis. These resistances are further reduced by placing
2k Q. resistors and Ik Q. potentiometers (to provide fine calibration) in parallel with the
potentiometers (Appendix I). This is necessary to reduce the value read by the RCTIME
command to a byte (0-255) value. Each finger sends three (middle and ring fingers and
thumb) or four (index and pinky fingers) joint position signals to pins 0 though 3 of the
JPC (two for the first joint, one each for the middle and distal joints) and is read by the
controller using a 0.1 uF capacitor for the RC circuit.
Figure 30: Photographs ofControl Glove with (a) the whole glove, dorsal surface, (b) detail ofjoint
potentiometers and plates, and (b) palmar surface showing linear pots on two middle fingers.
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Servo Controller:
The servo controller is aMini SSC n, a device purchased from Parallax, which is
capable of controlling eight standard servos with one serial line. This device was used to
control the servos as the JPC can transmit instructions to the SSC and move on to other
tasks, delegating the position control of the finger joints to an auxiliary device. The SSC
is connected to pin 14 of the JPC and uses asynchronous serial communication at 9600
baud, eliminating the need for a clock line. Information sent to the SSC consists of an
enable byte, a byte containing the number of the servo to be positioned, and a byte
representing the desired position (50 to 150 for the finger joints). The unit is powered by
the 12V bus on the controller, with servo power coming from the 6V bus, through the H-
bridge controlled by the JPC.
Tendon Controller:
The Tendon Controller (TC) is another slave device to the JPC. Based on a Basic
Stamp 2, the slower forerunner of the 2SX chip used in the main controller, the TC is
responsible for extending and retracting the tendon. It receives a serial byte from the JPC
detailing the percentage of finger extension on pin 15. The linear pot actuated by the
tendon lead screw connects at pin 14 and is read using RCTIME and a 0.1 uF capacitor.
The TC controls the tendon drive motor with a second H-bridge chip, switched with pins
0 and 1. The use of a second processor to control the tendon frees the JPC to handle the
overall control of the finger and allows for better resolution of the tendon pot due to
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utilizing the expanded variable space provided by using a second micro-controller.
Please refer to Table 2 for a summarized detail of the connections of the TC processor.
Controller Physical Structure:
The physical structure of the controller consists of two levels of components, with
26 signals sent from the lower level to the top (Fig 31a). These signals are carried via a
25 position sub-D connector. The case of the connector carries ground, the
26th
signal,
from the top to the bottom level. The lowermost level consists of the two Basic Stamps
and the 12 bit A/D converters (Fig 31b). The top level contains the two H-bridges, reset
buttons for both stamps, a calibration button for the JPC, and the SSC (Fig 31c). For
detailed descriptions of the controller component locations, please refer to Appendix L.
Figure 31: Photographs of finger controller illustrating (a) the assembled controller, (b) the bottom level
with processors and A/D converters and (c) top level with pin connectors, SSC, and other components.
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Connections to the Control Glove, joint servos, tendon pot, and programming
cable are made attaching the various external components to header pins, located on the
back of the top sub-D connector (Fig 32). The whole controller package is 1.7 in wide,
5.75 in long and 1.3 in tall at the tips of the connecting pins. Each controller is mounted
external to the forearm cage structure on a pair of controller support rings (Fig 33). This
arrangement allows the modular controllers to be quickly removed in case service to the
tendon drive system is necessary.
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Figure 32: Pin-out diagram of finger controller inputs.
Figure 33: Controller Support Ring (a) used to mount the finger and wrist controllers
as well as the Signal Distributor (b).
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Signal Distributor:
The Signal Distributor (SD) is the key-stone piece of the controller hardware (Fig
34). This device is attached to the bottom of the prosthetic, mounted to the controller
support rings. The SD is where connections between the prototype and the rest of the
world are made. The capacitors used to read the RC time of the Control Glove pots are
located on the SD, as are the voltage divider pots used to bring the RC time value under
255 as discussed previously. The 25 sub-D connector to the Control Glove cable is
located on the left side, with the raw signals from the Glove pots passing through the
capacitors and potentiometers. Multi-lead cables (color-coded by finger) then carry this
information to the finger controllers, plugging in at the Control Glove Input pins. This
arrangement allows the individual controllers to be small enough to fit on the top and
sides of the prototype hand.
Power is supplied to the controllers from the Signal Distributor at a series of
header pins, where the controllers plug into the SD. The tendon potentiometers also plug
into the SD to provide ground for the pots. This single distribution center organizes the
connections necessary such that the only connections extrinsic to the prototype are the
three power leads (+6V, +12V, and ground) and the Control Glove. Please refer to
Appendix L for details of the components of the SD.
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Figure 34: Signal Distributor where connections between the outside world and the prosthetic
are organized and redundant connections are grouped together. Note the rows of capacitors,
potentiometers and resistors used to read the RC time of the Control Glove pots.
JPC Control Logic:
The Joint Position Controller uses three separate programs to provide for
matching the prosthetics joint position to the Control Glove joint positions. The first
program turns on the servos, sets them to the home position, and passes execution to the
second program. This is a calibration routine, which is activated by pressing the
calibration button within five seconds of program execution. If the button is not pressed,
then the controller switches to the actual position-matching program. This lets the user
set new calibration values or use previously stored values.
The calibration routine goes through each joint of Control Glove and asks for the
joint to be moved first to its maximum extension and then to it's minimum extension
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position. The RCTIME value for the joint being calibrated is also displayed on the
screen. The program waits until the user presses the calibration button, storing the
current RCTIME value to the Stamp's EEPROM as the maximum or minimum joint
value accordingly.
Joint values range from low (typically between 1 and 150) at full flexion to high
(between 200 to 245) at maximum extension. Is it critical that the joint values be byte
values in order to fit within the available memory. The actual resistance values of the
joint pots on the Control Glove are not as important as the range between maximum and
minimum values. The greater the range, the better the resolution of the Control Glove
and the more accurate the match between glove and prototype joint positions. Once all of
the joint values have been stored, they are read from the EEPROM and placed into a
shared memory space (Scratchpad RAM) accessible to all of the programs loaded into the
Stamp (Table 3). Individual programs can only access their portion of the EEPROM,
thus requiring the use of the Scratchpad RAM to transfer the max/min values to the
control program. The processor then switches execution to the actual control logic.
While the values are stored in non-volatile memory, calibration is necessary as joint
values can vary from day to day, especially if the unit has been turned off for an extended
period of time.
The joint control logic is best described as a series of phases where data is
collected, processed, and then acted upon. Branches to actions other than direct joint
position mapping are also performed as necessary (Fig 35). These phases are looped such
that each joint, starting with flexion/extension of the proximal joint, is processed by each
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phase through the Sub-Master Loop. Information concerning the finger as a whole is
processed in the Master Loop, of which the Sub-Master is a part.
Turn offADC &
set slnrl bit data pin
1 Calibrate controller 1 Master Loop
[ Perform finger abduction/adduction*
Initialize Percentages of
glove and finger extension , , . . /F ' Sub-Master Loop f
Read glove pol |
Process glove pot value through smoother |
Calculate target joint position
from smoothed glove pot value
first glove joint significanUy~N--^VeSj
^openand tightening condition,
L_gclease 'endon
present?**
Tighten tendon [
-} pause 5 ms ]
| Read servo pot value |
| Calculate actual fingerjoint position |
Sum actual finger joint positions
over all flexion/extension joints
Sum target ( blended ) joint positions
over all flexion/extension joints
| Calculate percentage of finger extension^
| Calculate percentage of glove extensioD~|
Transmit target joint
position to SSC
Figure 35: Overall logic flow of JPC. Dotted line refers to return of flow from Sub-Master Loop.
*Only pertains to first and last fingers. Proximal flexion/extension joint of each finger used to detect end of
tightening condition.
Initial start-up of the control logic begins with an initialization sub-routine which
reads the joint max/min values out of the shared memory, calculates the range and places
the range and minimum values into Scratchpad (Table 3). While these values will not be
used by other programs, variable limitations (26 bytes total) require that much of the
stored data be kept in Scratchpad, with variables used to read in the information as it's
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needed. Initialization then moves each joint to its maximum extension position and
places that servo position (150) in the list of previous positions to pre-load the stack for
smoothing.
Address Startup Running
0
1
metacarpal max
metacarpal min
metacarpal range
metacarpal min
2
3
proximal max
proximal min
proximal range
proximal min
4
5
middle max
middle min
middle range
middle min
6
7
distal max
distal min
distal range
distal min
8
9
Not Used
Not Used
Not Used
Not Used
10-14 metacarpal previous
15-19 proximal previous
20-24 middle Previous
25-29 distal Previous
Table 3: Scratchpad addresses used to store joint information.
The first actual control phase of the JPC is the Master Joint Position (MJP) phase
where the potentiometer on the Control Glove is read using RCTIME. This value is then
processed during the Matching phase, whereby the value read during the MJP phase is
averaged with the previous five values collected for that joint (smoothing). The servo
position (50 to 150) corresponding to the modified joint position value is then calculated
by determining the proportion of extension exhibited by the Master Joint. If the modified
position value is greater than the maximum recorded during calibration, then a servo
position of 150 is recorded as the target position. This ensures that the joint doesn't
travel beyond its upper limit.
The Actuation Phase begins with checking for a tendon tightening state (discussed
below) and then performs a final check to determine if the current target value is
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significantly different (greater than 2) than the previous value calculated for that joint.
Once the controller determines that tightening is not required and that the current target
value is different, the JPC transmits the target position value to the Serial Servo
Controller. If the target value is not significantly different than the previous run through
the loop for that joint, then the transmission of the target value to the SSC is skipped.
Verification reads in the 12 bit converted value of the voltage of the servo pot to
provide closed loop confirmation of the prosthetic joint position. The servo pot value is
used to back calculate the target value sent to the SSC to check that the prosthetic joint
reached (or came close) to it's intended destination. While this value is rarely identical to
the original target value sent to the SSC, gross discrepancies between the Control Glove
and prosthetic joints can be found. This back calculated position is also used to
determine if tightening is required. The Sub-Master Loop ends with summing the
intended joint position for all joints processed, and likewise with the actual joint positions
determined during Verification. These values are used to determine if the tendon needs to
tighten, or just take up slack.
TheMaster Loop continues with calculating the percentage of intended finger
extension (PerExt) and the percentage of actual finger extension (PerFinger). If the
intended finger extension is approximately equal to the actual extension, the PerFinger
value is sent to the Tendon Controller and then the Master Loop returns to the top.
Tightening conditions are met when the actual finger extension is significantly larger than
the intended value. This occurs when the finger on the Control Glove has closed tighter
than the prosthetic finger is able to, due to an object being grasped obstructing the
motion. If this occurs for 10 cycles through the Master Control Loop (approximately 63
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ms), then a tightening state has been met and the controller branches to a tightening
routine.
Tightening begins with a flag being sent high to indicate the tightening state and
turning off the power to the joint servos. This is critical as the finger will close slightly
upon tightening of the tendon, interfering with the servos and fighting against them to
maintain a smaller amount of extension. If servos are abused in such a manner, the
internal controllers saturate and the units become "limp" and behave unpredictably,
requiring a full power down and wait period of about 10 to 30 seconds. Continual
treatment may lead to permanent damage, in which case the servo must be replaced.
Turning off the servos protects them from harm and allows the tendon alone to maintain
grip. Tendon tightening occurs by a value of 10% being sent to the Tendon Controller,
such that the tendon is retracted to a point 1/10 it's fully extended state. The tightening
state is held, looping though the Master Joint Position andMatching Phases, back through
the tightening subroutine. The Actuation and Verification phases are not necessary as
these deal primarily with motion of the joint servos and reading their position (not
possible with the power tuned off). The end of a tightening state occurs when the first
joint of the finger on the Control Glove is extended past a position of 120 (70%
extension) at which time, the loop branches to a release sub-routine. This functions
similar, but opposite to the tightening sub-routine. The tightening state flag is set to low,
the previously calculated value of actual finger extension is sent to the TC and the servo
power is turned back on. This enables the tendon to return to it's pre-tightening length,
the prosthetic joints to snap back open to their pervious positions and theMaster and
Sub-
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Master loop to resume their normal operation. A copy of the source code used for the
whole JPC (startup to controller) can be found in Appendix J.
TC Control Logic:
The operation of the Tendon Controller is far simpler than the JPC (Fig 36).
Program execution starts with an initialization routine where the tendon extends to just
under its maximum length. The TC then begins it's normal operation, starting with
waiting for the percentage of finger extension to be transmitted from the JPC. The TC
then takes an RCTIME value of the tendon potentiometer to determine it's current length.
The tendon pot is not linear and yields two distinct linear RCTIME to position slopes,
depending upon where the slider is on the pot. To accommodate this disparity, the tendon
position calculation is carried out by one of two different formulae, depending on the
RCTIME value read. Once the current tendon position is determined, it is compared to
the value sent form the JPC. The TC then activates the motor to extend or retract the
tendon to a length appropriate to the extension of the finger. After running for 25 ms, the
motor is turned off and the process returns to the top of the loop. This prevents the motor
from over-running it's limits and enables the controller to receive new data from the JPC
and check the tendon position without the motor operating. Please refer to Appendix K
for the TC source code.
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| Set I/O variable A to output
|Move tendon to start position
| Read in % actual finger extension from JPC"|
Calculate % tendon extension
based on steeper slope
Retract tendon for 25ms h
Extend tendon for 25ms \-
Figure 36: Logic flow for the Tendon Controller.
Wrist Controller:
The wrist was controlled using a similar logic flow to the sub-master loop of the
JPC. Three potentiometers controlling roll, pitch and yaw were read by the controller and
translated into servo positions in the case of pitch and yaw. The key difference between
this function in the JPC and the wrist is that two SSC command statements are sent, with
the positions opposite of each other. This is necessary as the pitch and yaw motions use
two opposing servos. Roll control is calculated by the wrist controller into a value
between 0 and 100 and transmitted to aMini-Step U serial steppermotor controller. The
desired position is then achieved through open-loop control of the wrist roll motor.
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Section IV: Testing and Results
In the development of a prototype prosthetic hand, several key aspects of the
device are of particular interest. These range from weight and performance to efficiency
and aesthetics. These aspects have been quantified into the following sections:
Weight
Size/Appearance
Power Requirements
Grip Force
Range ofMotion
Wrist Torque
Weight:
Of particular interest to patients with artificial hands is the weight of the device.
Often, very capable prosthetics are not used in favor of lighter devices which are more
comfortable to the patient [4]. It is also important for these to be light such that they do
not fall off during use. Given that the hand is fixed to the body using either suction or
wedging action, heavier prosthetics have a greater risk of falling off.
The weight of the prosthetic developed was measured using a 0 to 5 pound scale
with a precision of 0. 1 oz. The prosthetic was weighed without the wrist roll shaft,
controllers, or signal distributor attached, as these are not parts of the prosthetic proper.
The total weight of the prosthetic, as well as weights of the major components are
summarized below.
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Unit Total
Weight Weight
Item Quantity (lbs) (lbs)
Finger (avg.) 5 0.05 0.25
Palm 1 0.08
End Plates (avg.) 2 0.15 0.3
Forearm Struts 8 0.03 0.24
Tendon Lead Screws 5 0.06 0.3
Joint Servos 17 0.02 0.34
Wrist Servos 4 0.11 0.44
Tendon Motors 5 0.16 0.8
Wrist Roll Motor 1 1.1
Finger Controller 5 0.24 1.2
Wrist Controller 1 0.12
Signal Distributor 1 0.33
Whole Prototype 3.85
Table 4: Total prototype weight and weights ofmajor components. The finger and endplate weights are
averaged as they vary slightly from each other. The controllers and signal distributor weights are listed only
for comparison purposes and are not considered part of the prosthetic for weight/size purposes.
->th.
Size/Appearance:
The prototype was designed around a
90m
percentile male hand, with lengths
measured and extrapolated from an actual hand. The prosthetic hand was larger than the
model in both width and height with the length matching the human subject's hand and
forearm length (Fig 37a). The forearm of the device, while larger than the human
model's, is not considered too big for a human arm (Fig 37b). The hand and fingers are
significantly larger than the author's by about 25% (Fig 37c & d) with the human hand
fitting inside the space used for three of the four prosthetic fingers.
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Figure 37: Comparison of prototype size to the model upon which it was based. Bottom view (a), side
view (b), single finger comparison (c), and hand size comparison (d).
Power Requirements:
Current draw was measured using an amp meter on both the +6V and +13V power
lines. Readings were taken of just the index finger operating for a estimate of single
finger power use and the hand as a whole. Each component (single finger or hand) was
then operated through a range of activities defined as follows.
Rest: The prototype is turned on, but not moving, and not being instructed to
move or gripping an object. The fingers are straight out in the neutral position.
Opening and closing: The prosthetic is actively moving from it's full open
position to full closed position
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Full grip upon an object: The hand has gasped an object such that a tightening
condition exists and has activated the tendon tightening sub-routine. The hand is
pulling the tendons at maximum force and the tendon drive motors are near
stalled.
The total resting current draw was 1.5A, with an operating draw of 3.5A for both
general motion and full grip. Table 5 contains a summary of the current testing values for
various conditions and active components. Ignoring the resting condition (which would
be rarely seen in normal operation), the device requires about 28W for general motion
and 39.2W for firmly grasping an object.
Current Draw (amps) Power
Action at6V at 13V Total (watts)
finger rest 0.2 0.1 0.3 2.5
open/close 0.9 0.34 1.24 9.82
full grip 0.15 1.12 1.27 15.46
hand rest 1 0.5 1.5 12.5
open/close 2.5 1 3.5 28
full grip 0.9 2.6 3.5 39.2
Table 5: Current draw and power requirements of finger and hand operation
under different motion conditions.
Grip Force:
Grip force was measured using a small load cell (Appendix Q) fixed to the last
phalange of the index finger. This finger was then used to
"pull"
against a fixed vertical
planar surface (Fig 38a). Care was taken to ensure that the load cell contacted the surface
squarely to accurately measure palmar directed grip
force. Different grips were also
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tested (fingermostly open to fingermostly closed) to study the effects of grip shape on
grip force. To verify the capabilities of the tendon , the force generated by the tendon
drive dog was measured by fixing the load cell to the end of a rod and closing the
rod/sensor assembly between the dog and forearm end-plate (Fig 38b).
Finger
Support Bar -
Tendon Force
- Tendon Dog Assy.
*tttttt**miS0re!
(a) (b)
Figure 38: Schematics of grip (a) and tendon force (b) measurement arrangements.
Some details have been omitted for clarity. The arrow in 37b shows the direction
of the force applied by the lead screw on the load cell.
The maximum grip force observed was generated with the finger mostly closed
and reached a peak of 2 pounds. With the fingermostly open, the palmar directed force
applied by the last phalange was 1.25 pounds. The tendon drive system was able to
produce 15 pounds of linear thrust, which yields an estimated tendon motor torque of
1.95 oz-in when the equation in Appendix E is solved for torque for a given force. Using
a 15 pound driving force, the model seen in Appendix D yields an estimated grip force of
5 pounds.
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Range ofMotion:
The hand was able to reproduce many common hand shapes as shown by figures
39a-f. The hand was moved through it's range of motion and made to form several
common shapes often performed with the hand. The degree of abduction was measured
using AutoCAD 2000 to measure the angle between a perpendicular from the base of the
palm and the long axis of the index and little fingers (Fig 39a). Other postures were
qualitatively analyzed to determine approximate range ofmotion.
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(a) (b)
Figure 39: Photographs of prosthetic illustrating possible range ofmotion and common hand postures.
Pictures include range of abduction of index and little fingers (a), prosthetic shaking hands with author (b),
holding a pair of wire strippers (c), pointing (d), display ofmimicking behavior between prototype and
control glove (e), and a thumbs-up gesture (f).
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Wrist Torque:
Wrist torque was measured using a strain gauge fixed to a rigid support, while the
wrist was extended against it (pitched up). The sensor was mounted such that the back
of the palm contacted the load cell when the hand was slightly above the horizontal
position. Measured lift force provided by the pitch servos at the center of the palm was
1.2 pounds.
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Section V: Discussion and Industrial Implementation
Weight:
The weight of the device is considered reasonable, even low, for a prototype
device of this nature. Given that current state of the art prosthetic hands weigh about 3
pounds [4] and are secured using suction or a friction fit, the weight of a more securely
attached prosthetic can exceed this threshold. A large portion of the weight is due to the
large wrist roll motor, that if replaced with a smaller motor and gearbox, could bring the
weight down to about 3-1/2 pounds. This low weight, combined with a more rigid
connection to the body of the patient than is currently available, make the prosthetic a
viable clinical device in terms of the mass of the device. Further weight reduction could
be achieved by the use of lightweight plastics for potions of the structure, discussed later.
Size and Appearance:
Though the length of the hand may be very comparable to the human model, the
hand of the prototype is significantly larger than the human model, which poses a serious
issue in terms of patient acceptance. Given it's large, disproportionate size and the desire
of most amputees to maintain scale if not color or shape [43], a hand this size may not be
immediately accepted. Though it's projected functionality may offset this feature.
Hand size is driven by the size of the commercially available servos used for the
finger joint actuators. These servos, while small, are still too large such that the width of
the prosthetic fingers are wider than the human model, which causes the hand as a whole
to be wider. The key solution to this problem would be the use of custom built finger
joint servos, which could be made into the proper shape such that they fit within the
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dimensions of an actual finger (or slightly larger). This task may simplified by
incorporating the gearbox hosing within the phalange itself. This reduces the modularity
of the prosthetic in terms of fabrication and maintenance, but may provide a way to keep
the finger size as close to normal as possible.
Forearm size of the prosthetic is also slightly larger than an actual human arm.
This is due mostly to a relatively large amount of empty space within the forearm of the
device. This empty space, while not used in the current prosthetic, is the result of design
changes in the wrist (discussed later) which moved components out of the forearm after
the structure had been fabricated. By eliminating this empty space, the size of the
forearm of the device could be made to be close to that of a natural arm. This may not be
possible, however as potential wrist solutions may use this space. The size is also driven
by the size of the wrist roll motor, which could be reduced, allowing a smaller arm to still
contain the necessary components.
Overall appearance of the artificial hand is attractive and elegant, especially
considering that the hand can move in more natural ways than current hand prosthetics.
When covered with an aesthetic cover (for both looks and protection of the device), then
hand could be made to look rather attractive. The appearance of the device could be
either very natural, or very artificial, depending on the wishes of the patient.
Power Requirements:
Prototype prosthetic developed requires substantially more power than current
myoelectric arms. With a current draw of 3.5A, approximately three times that of a high-
end notebook computer, the hand would require a large battery under realistic operating
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conditions. For a typical eight hour time span, the prosthetic if constantly in motion
would require a 28 amp-hour battery. This is about the size of a large motorcycle battery.
In contrast, myoelectric arms can operate for several days on a battery which fits within
the forearm (Motion Control FAQ). One way to bring the power down would be to use
smaller, more efficient motors in the finger joints, though they must still be able to move
the fingers as the tendon is slack until tightening. It should be noted also that the current
draw was measured with the current prototype testing controller. The actual controllers
used in clinical application would most likely be more efficient, though this may be
insignificant compared to the power requirements of the estimated 25 motors of the
commercial device. Clearly, to be viable as a realistic device for amputees, battery
technology must be developed further than current capabilities.
Grip Force:
Functional grip force was generated by the tendon drive system, but was lower
than expected. The expected 5 pounds of grip force projected from the model in
Appendix D assumes an ideal tendon routing, with all 15 pounds of linear thrust being
applied to the finger in a straight line. One source of discrepancy between the estimated
and the actual grip force may be due to the off-axis routing of the tendon. By placing the
tendon insertion to the finger directly in-line with the phalange, increased grip force could
be developed. Another solution to increasing grip force would be to increase the length
of the lever arm by moving the tendon attachment point further away from the center of
the finger joints. Space requirements may make this impractical, however.
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The difference between the estimated tendon force of 21.29 pounds and the
measured 15 pounds is most likely due to assumptions made in the model used to predict
the action of the lead screw. If the coefficient of friction between the screw and the lead
nut is increased to 0.31 from 0.2, then the model predicts 15 pounds of force. Given that
the lead nut is an unlubricated, silicone impregnated, nylon nut, this is quite possible. By
using a lubricated screw, the force generated by increased to 44.2 pounds (using u^0.06
(Serway & Faughn, 1992)) for an estimated grip force of 14.8 pounds.
This dual drive system has the potential to greatly reduce the size and complexity
of dexterous hands, beyond that of prosthetics. By combining the ease of direct joint
angle control using motors with the force capabilities of tendon actuators, a hand can be
built that is both capable and small in size compared to other dexterous hands. This also
has a major impact on the weight of the device. This, combined with self contained
actuators allow a dual drive hand to be mounted to commercially available robotic arms.
Range ofMotion:
The range ofmotion of the device is greatly superior to current single degree of
freedom prosthetics. This is clearly evident in Figure 38, where various hand shapes are
shown. The prototype at it's current stage of design does posses enough flexibility to
function as a replacement hand. Finermotions, such as being able to touch each finger
tip to the thumb or screw in screws using just the fingers are not possible however. Two
additional degrees of freedom are necessary for this level of motor function. The first is
the thumb needs an additional axis ofmotion such that it has the ability for
abduction/adduction so it can move within the plane of the palm. The second DOF
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needed is a flexible palm so that the ring and little fingers can be curled inward toward
the thumb. These actions were left out of the prototype in order to simplify the design.
Adding these abilities it is expected that the prosthetic would meet the abilities of the
Robonaut hand [53] (considered the state of the art in robotic hands) and allow for any
possible hand shape to be formed.
A permanently implanted prosthetic could display a greater level of control and
shape formation due to the direct control afforded by the neural connection. The current
prosthetic does not perfectly match the control glove as slippage between the glove and
the operator is "lostmotion"that is not detected by the controller. This is especially
evident in the index and little finger abduction/adduction motion. Given the small
amount ofmotion between the minimum and maximum positions, the potentiometer does
not have the resolution to capture the whole range of motion. While the hand is still
capable ofmoving to any point within the range ofmotion, it often can not accurately
determine where it should be from the control glove input.
Wrist Torque:
The wrist of the prosthetic hand is not a viable mechanism for this application.
While theoretically functional, and close to the that predicted in Appendix H, the loads
placed upon the wrist are too great for the two servos used for pitch and yaw. This is
especially evident given that one of the pitch servos literally burned out (with copious
amounts of smoke) during routine operation of the hand with no object being grasped. A
better solution would be to use a gear driven system as seen in Figure 40. This would
greatly improve the load capacity of the wrist as well as make the wrist more rigid than
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the current design. This system would increase the weight due to the large gears and
more powerful motors, but the advantages far outweigh the additional weight and cost
required.
Yaw Gear, Fixed toWrist Clevis
Forearm Structure
Hand Supports
Pitch Gear, Fixed toWrst Clevis '
Figure 40: Ideal wrist design using more traditional robotic wrist concepts.
The wrist clevis is located behind the pitch gear.
Wrist roll motion in the prosthetic is also somewhat underpowered in that the
hand is not able to move past90 as the torque produced by the weight of the tendon
drive motors stalls the stepper motor. A smaller, yet more capable motor/gear box
combination would provide the requisite torque, while reducing weight and size. While
this may not have the same rate of rotation as the current motor, it would be able to move
through the full 180 of wrist roll.
Prototype Cost Analysis
For it's complexity and capabilities, the prototype was rather inexpensive
compared to other dexterous hands and prosthetics. This is due mostly to the extensive
use of commercially available components and in-house fabrication of custom pieces.
Appendix M contains a complete bill ofmaterials (BOM) for the prototype. Included in
this BOM is an estimate of the cost of custom pieces for comparison. The final actual
cost of the prototype was approximately $2500 for all of the components and materials.
The price of the structural material used was based on $3.50/lb, which is about the current
price of aluminum. This does not include development costs, replacement parts, labor of
any kind, or wire. This is the approximate cost of the materials and components needed
to produce a duplicate hand. A rough estimate of the labor costs involved is about
$1135. Labor cost was estimated based on $35/hr formachine time, $20/hr formachinist
costs and $10/hr for electronics assembly. The final cost (materials and labor) to
fabricate a second dexterous hand of this design and function is $3638.14. While not a
trivial sum, the cost of a less dexterous, commercially available myoelectric prosthetic
ranges from $70k - $100k.
Industrial Implementation:
A viable, capable prototype has been developed, yet many issues lie between it
and a commercially viable product. This section details the changes necessary to realize a
cost effective product as well as the fabrication methods used for mass production.
Materials and Fabrication:
Many of the aluminum pieces used could be replaced with lighter, more easily
fabricated parts. The end plates in particular could be produced from injection molded
high-impact polystyrene (HIPS), cutting both weight and production time. The palm
could also be produced in this manner. If limited production runs were required due to
low job volume, then these materials could also be machined using CNC mills. This
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eliminates the expense of injection molding machines and molds. While HTPS can be
formed by cutting operations, the polymerDelrin is more suitable to these methods.
The implanted portion of the device by necessity must be titanium, with a glass
and HA composite covering the portion implanted into the patient's bone. The exterior
cover of the interface could be nylon or other light weight plastic as this is not a load
bearing portion of the prosthetic. The wrist roll shaft should be aluminum as it carries the
load of the hand, forearm and whatever the user is holding back to the arm.
Phalange production can be slimmed down greatly by using stamped aluminum
parts over milled pieces. This saves time and material, as the parts are formed directly
into shape, without excessive cutting operations which wastes material. Secondary
operations may still be needed to drill the actuator hub and distal joint pin holes. All
phalanges would be stamped to the same maximum length needed and later cut to the
individual sizes of the parts needed. This method was used in building the prototype
prosthetic. This grants the freedom to custom produce fingers such that they match the
patients original hand size. This may not be possible if the phalanges need to also be a
part of the joint actuator gear boxes as discussed below.
Actuators:
Actuator design is one of the key elements of realizing a an industrially feasible
prosthetic hand such as has been proposed. Designing formodularity, to simplify
assembly and maintenance, the tendon motor, lead screw, and linear potentiometer should
be placed within a single housing such that tendon actuator cartridges can be quickly
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fastened into place during assembly (Fig 41a). These same cartridges could also be
quickly removed and replaced if necessary, or for access to internal components. To
achieve a longer tendon stroke length, without adding excess length to the arm, the motor
would be mounted next to the lead screw, with a pair of gears transferring the torque.
This also affords a another level of gear reduction, allowing the use of a smaller motor for
the same speed and torque as currently employed by the prototype. The wrist roll
mechanism could also be modularized, such that the only actuator permanently fixed the
forearm would be the wrist pitch motor and gear box. By placing these components
within a circular forearm, the aesthetics of the arm are increased as well (Fig 41b).
Drive Motor -
Lead Screw
Tendon Drive Dog/Lead Nut
- Tendon
Position Potentiometer -
(a) (b)
Figure 41: Modular tendon actuator cartridge (a) and cut away view of ideal forearm (b) illustrating
placement of cartridge within structure. Significant room exists between tendon actuators for wrist
mechanism, controllers, and power supply.
The tendons should have quick connects such that they can be easily separated
into proximal and distal segments. This allows for rapid removal of the tendon actuator
cartridges, as well as enables the hand to be removed from the arm formaintenance or
repair. The best location for these connectors would be on the tip of the most distal
phalange, where the tendon inserts into the finger. This feature, not present on the current
prototype (though greatly desired), would be incredibly useful in a production model.
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Care should be taken to ensure that the connector design is robust enough to withstand
the tension placed upon it, yet small enough so as not to impair finger motion.
Ideally, the finger joint actuators would be packaged servos (though smaller than
currently used in the prototype prosthetic) which could be pinned and fastened in place,
connected to the finger wiring harness, and activated. The effectiveness of this system
has already been demonstrated on the few occasions when a servo needed to be replaced
on the artificial hand. Aside from the modifications needed before installation, replacing
a servo takes less than five minutes. In an industrial setting, this is crucial for keeping
production and maintenance costs down. This also permits custom fabrication of
individual phalange lengths to match the users current finger sizes, as discussed
previously.
While optimal, it may not be possible to produce pre-packaged servos that are
small enough such that the fit within the confines of an actual finger. Customer
considerations of appropriate size are more pressing than cost (in moderation) or
fabrication simplicity. It may be necessary to build the joint actuator gearboxes into the
interior of the phalanges to keep the size as small as possible.
Controller:
The controller used for testing the prototype prosthetic would in no way be the
same controller used in the clinical device. The prosthetic controller was used to take
user commands from a control glove, and move the finger and tendon such that it
matched the desired shape. While the commercial device will perform the same overall
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task, with user input coming from implanted electrode arrays, the finger controllers will
not be based on Basic Stamp 2SX's. The processors used instead would be more
capable, industrial grade micro-controllers operating at higher speeds in small packages.
Other components would be surface mount devices, or be built into the controller board.
This would place the JPC, TC, and SSC as well as all support pieces on the same board,
yielding a physically smaller controller with the same (or better) capabilities.
The use of individual finger and wrist controllers, tied to a common distribution
center would still be used. This provides a single point of access to the filters, amplifiers
and power distribution needed to process the signals form the user. A portion of these
components could be placed on board the implant, reducing the exterior size as discussed
in a previous section. With reductions in the sizes of the controller and signal distributor,
the controllers could still be placed around the circumference of the arm, yet not protrude
to the extent that they do in the prototype (Fig 42).
I Access to Battery from Top
Controller
Controller
Figure 42: Ideal forearm design illustrating proposed placement of controllers in commercial device. Note
that while four locations are shown, several controllers could be placed upon the same board.
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Power:
As previously discussed, the power requirements of a device such as this are an
issue which demands attention. With the production of smaller finger joint motors, the
power required during general operation could be reduced, but with 17 motors in near
constant operation, even the smallest motors will cause a significant current draw.
Another source of current reduction could come from using tendon locks which engage
when a grip needs to be maintained. Currently, the prototype continues to squeeze until
the tendon motor stalls. Dynamic locking of the grip would allow the motors to be turned
offwhen not need to change the tension of the tendon. More efficient micro-controllers
may be able to cut the current draw, but again, compared to the motors, not enough to
make a significant impact. The controllers may actually increase the load, if faster
processors are needed, in addition to the filters, and amplifiers used to pre-process the
signals from the user. Advances in battery technology and/or micro-combustion engines
[57] will mostly likely be necessary before such a high-power device becomes a clinical
reality.
The power supply would be placed in the top portion of the forearm, distal to the
wrist roll motor (Fig 40). This would serve to balance out the weight of the motors, such
that the forearm would be balanced in any rotational position. This position also allows
for ease of access such that the power source can be quickly replaced (or refueled).
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Safety:
Given that a permanently implanted prosthetic of the type proposed operates at
current levels which could very easily injure or kill a person, safety of the device is
paramount. This is especially critical given that the prosthetic will be connected directly
to the patient's nervous system. The use of opto-isolaters between the internal interface
and external device will provide a separation between the low power internal components
and the high current external parts. Fuses or circuit breakers before the isolators would
add another layer of protection as well. To further protect against electrical hazards
which could arise external to the prosthetic, the cover should serve as an insulator (much
as the skin does), shielding the prosthetic from accidental contact with voltage sources
ranging from static to changing a light bulb.
Because the user's electrical interface is exposed when the arm is not attached,
several safety mechanisms will have to be in place to protect the patient when the hand is
removed. The first safety device would be a mechanical cover which is spring loaded to
cover the interface socket when the hand is removed. This should have the option of
being locked down such that it is water tight during actives like showering or swimming.
While it may be sprung closed, it should not be so hard to open that the patient requires
assistance to mount their artificial hand.
An electrical safety would consist of an emergency stop circuit such that if the
hand is removed from it's mount, the opto-isolaters and internal components switch off,
protecting the nervous system from direct contact with any stray voltage sources. Even
static electricity could pose a threat if it contacted the exposed interface pins. By
switching off the implanted interface and isolators when the hand is removed, the danger
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from accidental contact with the external interface electrodes is minimized. This could be
done with a simple micro switch in the interface socket.
Sensory Feedback:
A key component of a permanently implanted prosthetic hand was not covered
within the body of this volume, sensory information from the world to the patient through
the artificial hand. A true clinical device does not need to transmit sensory information to
the wearer, as seen in current prosthetic options, yet the neural interface allows for direct
transfer of sensor data from sensors located on the device. With a prosthetic specifically
designed to function as a replacement hand, afferent information is a must.
Types of sensors would include force transducers on the gripping surfaces, as well
as temperature sensors. While uncomfortable, pain is an important signal used to prevent
damage and could be incorporated into the artificial hand to minimize abuse and "injury"
of the prosthetic. Other sense information could include proprioceptive data as well as
vibration and joint torque (for a local sense of load when carrying objects). As MEMS
technology drives electronic components ever smaller, various sensors could be placed
within the cover of the device, allowing for approximate replication of the senses lost
with the natural limb without encumbering movement or adding undue weight. This
would make the prosthetic a true replacement.
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Section VI: Conclusions
The overall goal of prosthetics is to replace a lost portion of the body with as
functional a replacement as possible. This has been shown from ancient Egypt to current
artificial components. When the history of artificial hands is reviewed, one notices a
trend to greater levels of function and aesthetics. Given the state of current prosthetic
options for upper extremity amputees, from cosmetic hands to myoelectrically controlled
grippers, it has been shown that a better alternative is still needed. Tissue engineering has
not been able to replicate complete structures, and transplants have had a host of rejection
issues. A permanently implanted, neural controlled hand is a logical solution to this
problem. This work has demonstrated the feasibility of such a device.
Implant:
Using a novel HA-G-Ti coating, an implant can be produced which has the osteo
integration properties of hydroxyapatite, without the delamination involved. Using the
models developed, an HA-G-Ti coated implant with lengths of 1.87in for the radius and
1.32in for the ulna will provide an estimated pushout force of 10,260 pounds for a 90th
percentile patient fitted with a permanently implanted prosthetic. This is critical to the
safety of the device and patient, such that it does not move upon falling impact. These
implant lengths also correspond to the minimal amount of forearm below the elbow
which can remain and still allow for proper insertion of the biceps and triceps muscles.
Implantable neural interfaces using nerve guidance channels made of PAN/PVC
will encourage axon regeneration into the electrode array. Functioning as a multitude of
nerve cuff electrodes, efferent motor signals as well as afferent sensory information could
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be passed between the prosthetic and the wearer. This control conduit allows for
significantly greater bandwidth than current myoelectric control schemes and is more
natural allowing for faster training times. Onboard neural networks could be used to
interpret the host of signals form the patient into coordinated hand and fingermotions.
The external interface can use Laminin-5 to allow for permanently percutaneous
implants to be possible with complete wound healing. This bridges the gap between
implants, and worn devices. The implanted portion of the prosthetic would terminate
with a receiver socket for the artificial hand. This would allow for easy removal in the
case maintenance is necessary, or for showering and swimming, depending on the water
integrity of the prosthetic.
Prosthetic Hand:
A robotic hand was built as a prototype prosthetic, optimized for size, weight, and
cost. A minimum number of components were custom fabricated, with the bulk being
"off the shelf items. Using an open cage structure, the hand was approximately 25%
larger than the 90th percentile model hand it was based on. Weight was kept down to 3.85
pounds by using a novel dual-drive finger actuation scheme.
The dual-drive system employed small servo motors on the joints to form grip
shape, with larger lead-screw driven tendons on each finger used to provide grip strength.
This allowed for easily controlledmotors do perform the bulk of the motion of the hand,
with the tendons following to take up or give out slack. When gripping is necessary, the
servos are turned off and the tendons pulled to tighten the grip. This reduces the number
of large actuators to only 5, one per finger, allowing the prosthetic to be significantly
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lighter and smaller than other robotic hands, and only marginally larger and heavier than
current state of the art prosthetic hands. This difference is offset by the greater flexibility
of the prototype.
Grip strength of the prosthetic was about 2 pounds, with a range of motion that
near equaled a natural hand. Thumb range ofmotion was less than ideal as
abduction/adduction of the thumb was not included in order to simplify the design. Wrist
torque was also less than optimal with a maximum load of 1.2 pounds able to be
supported by the wrist.
Current draw was about 3.5A for both general opening and closing of the fingers
as well as steady power gripping. Power requirements were 28W during general
operation and 39.2W for a sustained tight grasp on an object.
Control of the prototype was provided by six controllers (1 per finger plus the
wrist) using two Basic Stamp Processors (the wrist only used one BS2-SX). Joint
information was supplied by a Control Glove which had potentiometers on each joint of
the fingers. Wrist instructions were supplied by three pots located on the back of the
glove, adjusted by the operator's other hand. A finger's sensors were read by the Joint
Position Controller (BS2-SX processor) and processed to remove noise effects and
calculate intended joint position. This information was then sent to a Servo Controller
managing the servos of that finger, while the proper tendon length was transmitted to the
Tendon Controller (BS2 processor) such that the tendon was adjusted to the correct
length. Feedback about tendon length was provided by a linear pot that was actuated by
the lead-screw as the tendon was adjusted.
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When the glove formed a shape that was smaller than the prosthetic hand for a
significant amount of time, the JPC would initiate a tightening sub-routine that turned off
power to the servos and instructed the TC to move the tendon to a minimal point, pulling
the tendon taunt. The JPC jumped out of this mode when the Control Glove was formed
into an "open" shape.
Using multiple micro-controllers for each finger controller allows it to operate as
a distributed robotic system. When the whole hand is analyzed, the prototype works as a
collection of autonomous cooperative agents. These master/slave controllers, while not
intended for clinical application was ideal for testing the capabilities of the device using
an intuitive, easily operated user interface.
Overall Feasibility:
It has been demonstrated that a permanently implanted prosthetic hand is a
feasible reality, given improvements in battery technology and/or other high energy
density sources. The biological components of the device have been demonstrated as
possible, while the prototype has illustrated that a light weight, robotic hand can be
developed with a degree of flexibility greater than current prosthetic options, with a size
and grip strength that could be near that of a natural hand. The safety of such a device in
falling has been studied and electrical safety precautions have been specified.
Manufacturing feasibility was analyzed and mass-production techniques suggested. One
of the prime detractions against the development of such a device is a lack of return on
investment. While such a prosthetic is possible, the number of potential customers is
rather small for such a large R&D commitment. Gradual implementation will supercede
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direct, targeted development. The final assessment is that development of such a device
will occur, and could be a clinical reality in 10 to 20 years
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Appendix Al : Minimum Radius Implant Length Model
A = bone area
Ao = total cross sectional area ofbone
Ai=cross sectional area ofbone cavity
C = Radius cavity circumference
1 = implant length
Figure Al: Schematic of radius cross section.
From observation, the area ofbone in cross section is the total cross sectional area, minus the
area of the inner cavity
A =Ao - Ai (Al-1)
The total cross sectional area can be expressed as a function of the cavity area, where the scale
factor comes from Appendix C
A? = 3.84Ai
Solving for the inner cavity area as a function ofbone area
Ai = . 352^4
(Al-2)
(Al-3)
Approximating the inner cavity of the radius as an ellipse, the circumference is
C= 7t (3 rl + 3 r2 - V 3 + 10 rl r2 + 3 ) (Al-4)
Proportion of long and short radii of radius cavity cross section from Appendix C
rl = 2.275 r2 (Al-5)
Expressing r2 as a function of the cross sectional area of the radius cavity
r2 = .394 (Al-6)
From strength ofmaterials, the ultimate tensile strength of the bone can be expressed as
P
Sult = (Al-7)
A
The pullout strength of the implant is written as
P
Simplant = (Al -8)
Aimplant
Solving for P, the maximum load that can be applied to the radius, given the strength of the bone
is
P = SultA (A1-9)
Expressing the area of the implant as the product of the radius cavity circumference and the
implant length
A"
Aimplant = 133 n a ~ I (Al-10)
This then makes the ultimate strength of the implant
SuitA
Simplant = .752
Ai (Al-11)
Tl/\ I I
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Solving for 1, the implant length
/ = .424 (Al-12)
Simplant
From Yamada, the ultimate strength of radial bone is 15.2 kg/mm converted into pascals is
Sult=
.149
109
pascals (Al-13)
From Maruno et al., the ultimate strength ofHa-G-Ti implant in pascals is
Simplant =.16 10 pascals (Al-14)
Expressing length as a function of radial bone area
/ = 3.95 VI (Al-15)
Given that bone area is a function ofbody frame size and that a 50th percentile male has 80 mm
ofbone area in the radius (Yamada, 1970), bone area can be expressed as the product of a scale
factor and percentile frame size
A=.00248 frame (Al-16)
Substituting equation Al-16 into Al-15 yields the final minimum implant length permissible
/ = .197 V
l
frame inches (Al-17)
Appendix A2: Minimum Ulna Implant Length Model
A = bone area
Ao = total cross sectional area ofbone
Ai=cross sectional area ofbone cavity
C = Radius cavity circumference
1 = implant length
Figure A2: Schematic of ulna cross section
From observation, the area ofbone in cross section is the total cross sectional area, minus the
area of the inner cavity
A =Ao - Ai (A2-1)
The total cross sectional area can be expressed as a function of the cavity area, where the scale
factor comes form Appendix C
Ao = 3.83 Ai (A2-2)
Solving for the inner cavity area as a function ofbone area
Ai = .353,4 (A2-3)
Approximating the inner cavity of the ulna as a circle, the circumference is
C=2nr (A2-4)
Expressing the radius as a function of the cross sectional area of the ulna cavity
(A2-5)
From strength ofmaterials, the ultimate tensile strength of the bone can be expressed as
(A2-6)
P
Suit =
A
Similarly, the pullout strength of the implant is written as
p
Simplant = ; (A2-7)Aimplant
Solving for P, the maximum load that can be applied to the ulna, given the strength of the bone is
P = SultA (A2-8)
Expressing the area of the implant as the product of the radius cavity circumference and the
implant length
Aimplant = 2 tc a / / (A2-9)
Solving for 1 as a function ofbone area, and the ultimate strengths of the bone and implant yields
1 SuitA
/ = -
2
,
A (A2-10)
Simplant 7t a /
V n
From Yamada, the ultimate strength of ulnar bone is 15.1 kg/mm converted into pascals is
Suit = . 148 1 0
9
pascals (A2- 1 1 )
From Maruno et al., the ultimate strength ofHa-G-Ti implant in pascals is
Simplant = .16 10 pascals (A2-12)
Simplifying the length as now just a function of ulnar bone area
I = 2.62 aJa (A2-13)
Given that bone area is a function ofbody frame size and that a 50th percentile male has 90 mm
ofbone area in the ulna (Yamada, 1970), bone area can be expressed as the product of a scale factor
and percentile frame size
A =.0028 frame (A2-14)
This yields a final minimum implant length of
/ = .139 ^Jframe inches (A2-15)
Appendix B: Analysis of Falling Safety
For purposes of estimating the effects of a person falling upon their implanted prosthetic hand, it
is assumed that the person falls straight down from shoulder height, with three quarters of their
weight coming down on the implant, impacting a hard unyielding surface. This situation, while
rare, approximates the mechanics of slipping on ice or other slippery surface such that the person
completely loses their footing. This represents the worst case falling scenario.
Velocity of a body falling from height h under gravity g (32.2 ft/s2) is
v = ^2 4gh (B-l)
The impact force can then be expressed as follows, where t is the time over which the impact
occurs
Fimpact = (B-2)
A person's weight in pounds based on frame size (percentile) can be extrapolated from published
anthropometric data [58]
W = 1.02 frame + 122 (B-3)
Calculating the person's 3/4 mass in slugs from their weight
m = .0238 frame + 2.84 (B-4)
Extrapolating shoulder height in feet as a function ofpercentile frame size from anthropometric
data [58] yields
h = . 00745 frame + 4.36 (B-5)
By assuming an impact duration of 0.01 seconds, the Force of impact based on frame size is
Fimpact = 141. {.023%frame + 2.84) ^.240 frame + 140 (B-6)
The above equation describes the force seen by the implant upon falling under worst case
conditions. This value must now be compared to the maximum load permitted by the implant.
The maximum load that may be placed upon the implant is dependant upon the ultimate strength
of the implant and the total area of the implant (radius and ulna implant areas)
P = SimplantAtotalJmplant (B-7)
Atotaljmplant =AradiusJmplant +Aulnajmplant (B-8)
The following are from Appendix Al and A2
A
. . iAradius bone
Aradiusjmplant = 1.33 TC a / limplantjadius (A 1 - 10)
Aulnajmplant = 2 7t
IAulna bone
' limplantjdna (A2-9)
Aradiusjbone = .00248 frame
Aulnajbone = .0028 frame
limplant = .197'frame
limplant = .139 frame
(Al-16)
(A2-14)
(Al-17)
(A2-15)
Expressing the ultimate implant strength [22] as 2330 psi, the maximum load in pounds
permissible by the implant based on frame size is
P= 114 frame (B-9)
Falling safety is determined by the difference between the maximum permissible load and the
force of impact from above. If the difference is positive, then the fall can be considered "safe".
Negative differences indicate that the force of the fall exceeds the maximum load the implant can
support without being pushed out. The difference of these two quantities is
Difference = 114 frame - 141 (.023%frame + 2.84) V- 240 frame + 140 (B-10)
Plotting difference as a function of frame size yields
2000
1000
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-3000
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Figure Bl: Plot of difference between maximum implant load and falling impact force as a function of frame size.
As can be seen, there is aminimum size individual that can fall upon the implant without risk of
damaging the implant/bone interface. The difference between maximum load and force of impact
is zero at a frame size of 69.9 percentile. A smaller person using an implant having the same
material properties may be harmed during a particularly bad fall. This discrepancy is due to the
geometry of the cavities of the radius and ulna, which grow faster than the effect of greater weight
based on body size can effect the falling impact force.
This is not to say that the implant is unsafe for 70% of the population. Anthropometric data
consists of averages for a given body size. A relatively light, short individual may be safer than a
taller yet significantly heavier person. This analysis also studies the worst falling situation and errs
on the side of safety. Most falls will not produce impact forces upon the arm to the degree used in
the analysis.
Appendix C: Forearm Cross Section [59]
Circumference: 3.2139
Area: 0.7432
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Appendix D: Finger Model
^ Total Force on Rectangle 3
Fx 2 6011b
Fy -2.6041b
|F| 3.6821b
Total Force on Rectangle 2
Fx -5 9101b
Fy -3 6761b
|F| 6.9601b
JP^.JTotal Force on Rectangle
6 5351b
154001b
167291b
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Figure D-l : Finger model used to estimate required tendon force
Using the extrapolated phalange lengths located in table 1, a simulated finger was
developed usingWorking Model. This allowed for rapid testing of grip force as a
function of tendon tension. This model was used to both determine the required tension
given anthropomorphic data, drivingmotor and lead screw selection. The simulation was
also used to predict grip force based on available motor and lead screw data.
Appendix E: Calculated Torque Required for Required Tendon Force
Using a general power screw torque equation [60], the required lead screw torque can be
expressed as
1 F dm.il + n\idm)
T=^ Z ^^ (E-l)2 ti dm - \i I
A 1/4-20 screw was selected for it's availability, size and linear thrust to speed relationship. The
lead for this screw is
1
/ = inches (E-2)
20
V J
The required force to be generated by the lead screw (as determined using the model in Appendix
D)is
F= 50 lbs (E-3)
From the specifications given by the manufacturer, the mean diameter of the screw was
calculated to be
dm = .2188 inches (E-4)
The dimensionless friction coefficient was estimated to be
IX=.2 (E-5)
Solving equation E-l, we see that the required torque is
T= 1.514 inch lbs
'
(E-6)
Converting this value into oz-inches (the convention used with small motors) the required tendon
motor torque must be
T = 24.22 oz inches (E-l)
Appendix F: Tendon Lead Screw Angular Velocity Requirements
Given that angular velocity is the ratio of linear stroke velocity to screw lead.
The lead of the tendon lead screw is
1
lead = inches (F-2)
20
V ;
In order to travel the full stroke of the lead screw in 1 second, the linear velocity is
inches
v = 2.5 (F-3)
second
Solving equatation F-l, the angular velocity is
rad
ro = 50 7 (F-4)
second
This is then converted into the standard units (rpm) used formotor specifications
co = 3000 rpm (F-5)
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Appendix H: Wrist Torque Calculations
Thand
Figure H-l : Schematic side view of hand detailing cantilevered mass distance from wrist joint.
From figure H-l, it can be seen that the only torques acting on the wrist joint in the pitch
direction are the servos providing positive torque and the weight of the components of the hand,
acting through various lever arms upon the joint. This relationship can be represented as
T= Tservo - Thand (H-l)
Where T is the total torque, Tservo is supplied by the pitch motors, and Thand is the total effect of
the component weights.
The term Tnand can be further divided into those torques which arise form the weight of the palm,
finger structures, and joint servos.
Thand = Tpalm + Tj I + Tj2 + Tj3 + Tf (H-2)
The torque supplied by the various components of the hand can be described as equation H-3
Tpalm = WpalmMidpoint
Tf= Wfinger (Midi +Mid2 +Mid3 +Mid4 +Mid5 )
TjO = Wservo (djlO + dj40)
Tjl = Wservo (djl 1 + dj21 + dj31 + dj41 + dj51 )
Tj2 = Wservo (djl2 + dj22 + dj32 + dj42 + dj52 )
Tj3 = Wservo (djl 3 + dj23 + dj33 + dj43 + dj53 )
In the previous equation set, Midn is the midpoint of each finger, while Wfmger is the average
finger weight. Also note that Tjn represents the torque caused by the weight of the joint servos,
Wservo' actin at a distance dma, where m is the finger number and n is the joint number. T
j0
is the
effect of the lateral motion servos located at the metacarpalphalangeal joint of the index and small
fingers. This lever arm distances are illustrated for the first finger in figure H-l.
From Table 4, the weight of the palm is 1 .35oz and the average finger weight (structure) is
0.82oz, which yields torques of
Tpalm =2.61ozinches (H-4)
Tf= 22.6 oz inches (H-5)
Using the manufacturers specified weight of 0.37oz for the servos, and distances from the overall
schematic located in Appendix N, the set of torques caused by the joint motors is summarized as
equation H-6
TjO= 1.82 oz inches
Tjl = 7.66 oz inches
Tj2 = 9.03 oz inches
Tj3 = 11 .4 oz inches
Summing all of these components produces the torque produced by the weight of the hand
Thand = 53.3 oz inches (H-7)
From manufacturer specifications, the positive torque produced by two HS-300 servos is 84
oz-inches, the difference illustrated below is the total lifting torque available for grasped objects
Tservo = 84 oz inches (H-8)
If the load is estimated to be held at the mid-point of the palm, the total load that can be lifted is
load = 22.7 oz (H-9)
Converting this into pounds yields a maximum object weight of
load =1A2 lbs (H-10)
It should be noted that this is an estimate of the available load capacity. The weights of
components such as servo mounting brackets, tendons, or connecting hardware were not accounted
for in this model.
Appendix I: Finger Controller Schematic
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Appendix J: Joint Position Controller Source Code
StartupF.bsx
' {SSTAMP BS2SX,potcalF,controllerF}
'Start-up program for servo driven finger prototype
'Revision F 6/18/01
debug CLS
debug "Start-up finger program"
high 13
pause 1000
RUN1
PotcalF.bsx
'{$STAMPBS2SX}
'Calibration routine for finger
'Revision F 6/18/01
'See Excel spreadsheet cal addresses.xls for key
TS[ote that only master joint values are calibrated for this prototype
Uses approx. 1 .8K ohm resistor to cut RCtime value from 10K ohm pot to byte size
test var byte
reps var word
pause
check var nib
addressvar byte
btn var byte
DEBUG CLS
'POT RCTIME value
'Variable to control loop through joints and initial
'Joint (I/O channel) being calibrated
'Location in scratch pad where info is stored
'Button command variable
debug "Press button to begin
calibration"
FOR reps = 0 to 4000
BUTTON 15, 1,255,125,btn,l,cal
NEXT
debug els
debug "Switching to main program, using previous calibration
values"
goto getvals
cal:
debug els
debug "Switching to calibration mode"
pause 2000
FOR reps =0 to 7
address = reps
loop:
debug CLS
BRANCH
reps,[mmetamax,mmetamin,mproxmax,mproxmin,mmidmax,mmidmin,mdistmax,mdist
min]
midofloop:
BUTTON 15,l,255,125,btn,l,set
HIGH check
PAUSE 1
RCTIME check, 1,test
DEBUG dec ? test,cr
PAUSE 100
GOTO loop
endofloop:
NEXT
debug "Calibration complete"
GOTO getvals
mmetamax:
DEBUG "Master metacarpal fully retracted",cr
check = 0
GOTO midofloop
mmetamin:
DEBUG "Master metacarpal fully extended",cr
check = 0
GOTO midofloop
mproxmax:
debug "Master proximal joint fully extended",cr
check = 1
GOTO midofloop
mproxmin:
debug "Master proximal joint fully closed",cr
check = 1
GOTO midofloop
mmidmax:
debug "Master middle joint fully extended",cr
check = 2
GOTO midofloop
mmidmin:
debug "Master middle joint fully closed",cr
check = 2
GOTO midofloop
mdistmax:
debug "Master distal joint fully extended",cr
check = 3
GOTO midofloop
mdistmin:
debug "Master distal joint fully closed",cr
check = 3
GOTO midofloop
set:
debug "set!",cr
write address,test
pause 1000
goto endofloop
getvals:
for reps = 0 to 7
READ reps,test
PUT reps,test
'debug dec ? reps,cr
'debug dec ? test,cr
NEXT
RUN 2
ControllerF. bsx
'{$STAMPBS2SX}
'Finger Controller
'Revision F 6/18/01
test var byte 'Current RCTIME val ofjoint pair being checked
dummy var byte Used in cal routine to read scratch pad, calc range
'and in smoother to move stored values
mcvcl var byte 'Master Cal Value Closed
range var byte 'Total range ofjoint RCTIME values
mjoint var word 'Current extension % ofmaster joint
reps var byte
prev var byte(4)
smoothvar word
i var nib
btnl var byte
servopot var word
calcposvar word
ADconfig var nib
startB var ADconfig.bitO
sglDif var ADconfig.bitl
oddSign var ADconfig.
msbf var ADconfig
PerFinger var word
PerExt var word
tndnflag var bit
countervar nib
CS con 4
CLK con 5
DIO n con 6
BS con 8
Servo_pwr CON 13
srl In CON 14
'Controls which joint is being checked
'and controls calibration loop
'Retains last joint position for smoothing
Used to smooth pot position signal
'Used to control loop in smoother
'Button variable
'Value which holds voltage value from servo pot
'Calculated joint position
'Configuration bits for ADC
'Start bit for comm with ADC.
'Single-ended or differential mode.
bit2 'Channel selection.
bit3 'Output Os after data xfer complete.
'Percent of finger extension
'Captures proportion of glove extension
'Goes high when finger tendon is tightened
'Counts loops to determine when to tighten
'Chip select; 0 = active
'Clock to ADC; out on rising, in on falling edge.
'Data I/O pin
'Control H-Bridge switch to servo power
'Denotes serial line to SSC
debug CLS
debug "Running main program",cr
high CS
high DIO_n
gosub calibrate
'Deactivate ADC to begin
'Set data pin for first start bit
'Execute calibration sub-routine to read in values
'from Scratchpad RAM
loop:
'Execute abduction/adduction subroutine
GOSUB metamove
'Check for tightening condiditon
IF tndnflag > 0 THEN skipit
'Initialize whole finger variables
PerFinger = 0
PerExt = 0
skipit:
'Execute procedure for each joint
FOR reps = 1 to 3
high (reps)
pause 1
RCTIME reps, 1,test
'Execute moving average smoothing routine
gosub smoother
'Calculate servo position from Retime data
gosub calcjoint
backin:
'Release if first joint on glove is greater than servo position 120
IF reps = 1 AND mjoint > 120 AND tndnflag > 0 THEN release
backin2:
'Check for tightening condiditon, tighten ifpresent
IF tndnflag > 0 THEN tighten
'Final check to determine ifnew value is significantly different from previous
IF mjoint < prev(reps)+2 AND mjoint > prev(reps)-2 THEN jump
'Transmit servo position to SSC
SEROUTsrl_ln,16624,[255,reps,(mjoint)]
pause 5
jump:
'Read current position from servo pot using A/D converters
gosub convert
'Calculate current position from servo pot
calcpos = ((16*(servopot/10))/10) - 54
'Sum actual joint positions to determine actual finger position
PerFinger = PerFinger + calcpos
'Sum intended joint position to determine intended finger position
PerExt = PerExt + mjoint
'Record current joint position as previous
prev(reps) = mjoint
NEXT
'Calculate % of actual and intended finger extensions
PerFinger = (PerFinger* 100)/450
PerExt = (PerExt* 100)/450
'Check if intended > actual, if so, jump to tempi
IF PerExt > (PerFinger-20) THEN tempi
'Increment cycle counter
counter = counter + 1
IF counter > 10 THEN tighten
'Transmit % actual finger extension to TC
SEROUT ll,16624,[PerFinger]
goto loop
tempi:
'Reset cycle counter
counter = 0
'Transmit % actual finger extension to TC
SEROUT ll,16624,[PerFinger]
goto loop
stop
smoother:
'index each joints previous values to next space, kicking off 5th oldest value
FOR i = 0 to 3
GET ((5*reps)+(i+ll)), dummy
PUT (5*reps)+10+i, dummy
NEXT
'Record current position as newest value formoving avg.
PUT (5*reps)+14, test
smooth = 0
'Calculate moving average ofjoint position
FOR i = 0 to 4
GET ((5*reps)+10+i),dummy
smooth = smooth+dummy
NEXT
test = smooth/5
return
convert:
if reps > 1 THEN convert2
oddSign = reps
ADconfig = ADconfig | % 1 0 1 1 'Set all bits except oddSign.
high BS
pause 1
lowBS
low CS 'Activate the ADC.
shiftout DIO_n,CLK,lsbfirst,[ADconfig\4] 'Send config bits.
shiftin DIO_n,CLK,msbpost,[servopot\12] 'Get data bits.
high CS 'Deactivate the ADC.
return
convert2:
oddSign = reps-2
ADconfig = ADconfig ] %101 1
high BS
pause 1
lowBS
lowCS
shiftout DIO_n+l ,CLK,lsbfirst,[ADconfig\4] 'Send config bits.
shiftin DIO_n+l ,CLK,msbpost,[servopot\12] 'Get data bits.
high CS 'Deactivate the ADC.
return
calcjoint:
'Pull joint range and minimum values from scratchpad RAM
GET (2*reps),range
GET(2*reps)+l,mcvcl
'Check to see if current glove value is greater than maximum recorded, if so, set to
'maximum
if test > (mcvcl+range) THEN jumpcalc
'Calculate servo positon from glove data
mjoint = ((test-mcvcl)* 1 50)/range
'Ensure mjoint is less than maximum, ifnot (due to negative value), set to 0
IF mjoint < 1 50 THEN calc lp
mjoint = 0
calclp:
RETURN
jumpcalc:
mjoint = 150
RETURN
'Functions similarly to main loop, used as separate routine for ease of removal formiddle
'and ring fingers
metamove:
reps = 0
high (reps)
pause 1
RCTIME reps, 1,test
gosub smoother
gosub metacalc
IF mjoint < prev(reps)+2 AND mjoint > prev(reps)-2 THEN nomove
SEROUTsrl_ln,16624,[255,reps,(mjoint)]
pause 5
nomove:
prev(reps) = mjoint
RETURN
'Functions similarly to calcpos, except that position equation is different due to glove
'pots varying from finger joints to abduction/adduction joints
metacalc:
GET 0,range
GET l,mcvcl
mjoint = ((((((range+mcvcl)-test)*100)/range)*85)/100)+125
IF mjoint < 21 1 THEN calc2p
mjoint = 210
calc2p:
RETURN
tighten:
'Record presence of tightening condition
tndnflag = 1
'Turn off the servo power
low Servo_pwr
'Transmit 10% position to TC
SEROUT11,16624,[10]
GOTO loop
release:
'Record lack of tightening condition
tndnflag = 0
'Transmit correct actual finger extension % to TC
SEROUT ll,16624,[PerFinger]
'Turn on servo power
high Servo_pwr
goto backin2
calibrate:
'For each joint, read in max and min extension values from scratchpad RAM and record
'difference in back into scratchpad
FOR reps = 0 to 3
GET (2*reps),dummy
dummy = dummy + 5
GET(2*reps)+l,mcvcl
range = dummy - mcvcl
PUT (2*reps),range
NEXT
'Pre-load previous values for smoothing
FOR reps = 10 to 14
PUT reps, 125
NEXT
FOR reps = 15 to 29
PUT reps, 150
NEXT
'Move joints into maximum extension postion
SEROUT srl_ln,16624,[255,0,125]
pause 500
FOR reps = 1 to 3
SEROUT srljn, 1 6624,[255,reps,150]
pause 500
NEXT
RETURN
Appendix K: Tendon Controller Source Code
'{SSTAMP BS2}
PerTendon var byte
PerFinger var byte
i var nib
tendon var word
range var word
range2 var word
'amount of tendon length remaining
'amount of finger extension sent from JPC
'finger being delt with
'tendon POT value
'First linear part ofpot range
'Second linear part ofpot range
tndnpot
low_limit
breakpt
high_limit
CON 14
CON 100
CON 444
CON 560
'Pin where stamp reads tendon pot
'Low limit of tendon pot
'Point where slop changes to steeper second part
'Upper limit of tendon pot
'Calculate ranges ofboth portions of tendon pot
range = breakpt - low_limit
range2 = highlimit - breakpt
'Set first I/O variable to output
dira =%llll
'Move tendon pot to almost maximum extension
gosub initialize
loop:
'Read in actual % finger extension from JPC
SERIN 15,16468,[PerFinger]
'Determine current tendon position
HIGH tndnpot
PAUSE 1
RCTIME tndnpot, 1,tendon
'Determine if tendon is in lower or upper portion ofpot range
IF tendon > lowjimit THEN jump 1
PerTendon = 0
goto final
jumpl:
IF tendon < highjimit THEN jump2
PerTendon = 100
goto final
jump2:
IF tendon > breakpt THEN upper
'Calculate position based on smaller slope of first linear portion ofpot
PerTendon = ((tendon -
lowjimit)*33)/range
goto final
upper:
'Calculate position based on steeper slope of second linear portion ofpot
PerTendon = ((tendon - breakpt)*66)/range2 + 33
final:
'Determine ifnew calculated potion is significantly different from that received from JPC
'and move accordingly
IF PerTendon > PerFinger+10 AND PerTendon <> 0 THEN retract
IF PerTendon < PerFinger- 10 AND PerTendon < 100 THEN extend
goto loop
'Pulse motor in 25ms increments such that tendon is retracted
retract:
outa = %0001
pause 25
outa = 0
goto loop
'Pulse motor in 25ms increments such that tendon is extended
extend:
outa = %0010
pause 25
outa = 0
goto loop
initialize:
'Read current RCtime value
HIGH tndnpot
pause 1
RCTIME tndnpot, 1,tendon
'Extend tendon until it has reached a point 10 less than the maximum RCtime value
IF tendon > ((breakpt+range2)-10) THEN jumpout
outa = %0010
pause 25
outa = 0
goto initialize
jumpout:
return
Appendix L: Controller Physical Details
JPC H-Bridge
SSC
TC H-Bridge
External Connection
Pins
Tendon Motor Connection
TC Reset
+5V Switch
Calibration
Button
JPC Reset
Figure LI: Finger Controller, top
A/D Converters
Signal Lines From Top
JPC Processor
TC Processor
Figure L2: Finger Controller, bottom
Wrist Controller Power Bus
Control Glove Connection
Finger Controller Power Bus
Tendon Pot Ground Connection
Thumb RCtime Components
Little Finger
RCtime Components
Ring Finger
RCtime Components
Middle Finger
RCtime Components
index Finger
RCtime Components
Figure L3: Signal Distributor physical details
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Appendix N: Part Drawings
1) Overview ofHand Assembly
2) Digit Blank
3) End Plates
4) Top Wrist Strut
5) Mounting Sleeve
6) Tendon Motor Coupling
7) Tendon Lead Screw
8) Forearm Strut
9) Palm
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Appendix O: Skeletal Anatomy of the Hand and Forearm
Dislal phalanx--_
Head of meddle
phalanx
Mead of-
prcwrimal
phalanx
| Head
5th metacarpal<
[Tubercle
Carpalsn
Hook ol hamate
Pesiform
Triquetmm
._
Lunate-
(A) Antertor view
.''Distal
Phalanges-:Middle
^Proximal
Trapezoid
Tubercte of
trapezium
Tubercle of
scaphoid
Styloid process
Carpals J
Trapezoid -Vi
Trapezium -
[_Scaphoid
(B) Postenof view
Smooth area
lor fingernail
Headl
Body r 5th metacarpal
Base J
Capitate
Hamate
Triquetrum
Lunate
Carpals
Figure Ol: Skeletal anatomy of the hand illustrating anterior (bottom) view (a) and posterior (top) view (b)
[62]
Elbow
Forearm -c
Wrist
Hand
Ulna
Radius
Carpus
Metacarpus
Phalanges
Figure 02: Skeletal anatomy of the forearm, wrist and hand. [62]
Appendix P: LTC1298 A/D Converter Specifications
Using the LTC1298 12-bit Analog to Digital Converter
urm
TECHNOLOGY
FATURS
12-Bit Resolution
8-Pin SOIC Plastic Package
Low Cost
Low Supply Current: 250uA Typ.
Auto Shutdown to 1nA Typ.
Guaranteed 3/4LSB Max DNL
Single Supply 5V to 9V Operation
On-Chip Sample-and-Hold
60us Conversion Time
Sampling Rates:
12.5 ksps(LTC1 286)
11.1 ksps (LTC1298)
I/O Compatible with SPI, Microwire. etc.
Differential Inputs (LTC1286)
2-ChannelMUX(LTC1298)
3V Versions Available: LTC1285/LTC1288
HPPUCflTIOnS
Battery-Operated Systems
Remote Data Acquisition
Battery Monitoring
Handheld Terminal Interface
Temperature Measurement
Isolated Data Acquisition
LTC1286/LTC1298
Micropower Sampling
12-Bit A/D Converters In
SO-8 Packages
DCSCRIPTIOn
The LTC1286/LTC1298 are micropower, 12-bit, succes
sive approximation sampling A/D converters. They typi
cally draw only 250uA of supply current when converting
and automatically power down to a typical supply current
of 1nA whenever they are not performing conversions.
They are packaged in 8-pin SO packages and operate on
5V to 9V supplies. These 1 2-bit, switched-capacitor, suc
cessive approximation ADCs include sample-and-holds.
The LTC1286 has a single differential analog input. The
LTC1298 offers a software selectable 2-channel MUX.
On-chip serial ports allow efficient data transfer to a wide
range ofmicroprocessors and microcontrollers overthree
wires. This, coupledwithmicropower consumption,makes
remote location possible and facilitates transmitting data
through isolation barriers.
These circuits can be used in ratiometric applications or
with an external reference. The high impedance analog
inputs and the ability to operate with reduced spans (to
1.5V full scale) allow direct connection to sensors and
transducers in many applications, eliminating the need for
gain stages.
TYPICAL flPPUCRTIOnS
25iiW, SO-8 Package, 12-Bit ADC
Samples al 200Hz and Rum Off a 5V Supply
47MF 5V
ANALOG INPUT
OV TO 5V RANGE
4
Vf Va
?IN LTC1286 CLK
IN OOVT
GNO K/SHON
SERIAL DATA LINK
MPU
(e.g.. &05I)
fl4
Pll
P1.2
Supply Current vs Sample Rate
Ik ton 100k
SAMPLE FREQUENCY (H;|
6-140 xTun
R4=HLlv4X I
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Using the LTC1298 12-bit Analog to Digital Converter
LTC1286/LTC1298
fliisoiimmnximum ratings
Supply Voltage (Vcc) to GND 12V
Voltage
Analog and Reference -0.3V to Vcc + 0.3V
Digital Inputs -0.3V to 12V
Digital Output -0.3V to Vcc + 0.3V
(Notes land 2)
Power Dissipation 500mW
Operating Temperature Range
LTC1286C/LTC1298C 0C to 70C
LTC1286I/LTC1298I -40Cto85C
Storage Temperature Range -65C to 150C
Lead Temperature (Soldering, 10 sec.) 300C
PfKKRG/ORDR IflFORmflTIOn
TOP VIEW ORDER PART
NUMBER
TOP VIEW ORDER PART
NUMBERVbefLT
4lN (T
-IN Qf
GND |T
v->
IKc
JJ CLK
T) DQui
T] CS/SHON
VrefLT
.in |T
-in LI
GNOfJ
3 Vcc
JJ CLK
U Oour
T] CS/SHON
LTC1286CN8
LTC1286IN8
LTC1286CS8
LTC1286IS8
m PACKAGE SB PACKAGE PART MARKING
Tjmju = 150'C. lljA=l30"C/W Tjuul5m;. 6JA=I75T3W 1286C
12861
TOP VIEW ORDER PART
NUMBER
TOP VIEW ORDER PART
NUMBERCS/SHON [T
cho [7
chi (T
GNO|T
<s
J] Vcc (Vbef)
7J CLK
12 OJ7
TI DIH
C5/SH0N [T
CHO |T
CHI (T
GNO|T
H Vcc(VREf)
JJ CLK
T] Doui
J} OlN
LTC1298CN8
LTC1298IN8
LTC1298CS8
LTC1298IS8
PART MARKINGN8 PACKAGE
LEAO PLASTIC D
= isrc. 6j.l3
p
0-C/W
SD PACKAGE
8-LEAO PLASTIC SOIC
tjMM'150-C. eM=l75"LV4V
6-
1298C
12981
Consult lactory for military grade parts.
RccommcrmeD opcrrtirg conomons
STMFJ0L PARAMETER CONDITIONS MIN TYP MAX UNITS
Vet Supply Voltage (Nole 3) LTC1286
LTC1298
4.5
4.5
9.0
5.5
V
V
f(XK Clock Frequency Vrjc = 5V (Note 4) 200 kH2
kn Total Cycle Time LTC12B6. fCLK = 200kHi
LTC129B,Iclk = 200kHz
80
90
MS
LIS
Inoi Hold Time, 0IN After CLKT VCC*5V 150 ns
<siCS Selup Time CSi Belore Firsl CLKT (See Operating Sequence) LTC1286, Vrx = 5V
LTC1298,VCC = 5V
2
2
LIS
LIS
tjlOl Selup Time. 0iN Stable Belore CLKT VCC = 5V 400 ns
WlK CLK High Time . VCC = 5V 2 MS
Wlcik CLK Low Time j VCC = 5V 2 MS
Ws CS High Time Between Data Transfer Cycles VCC-5V 2 LIS
toS CS low Time Ouring Oala Transfer LTC1266. tCLK = 200kHz
LTC1298,fCLK = 200kHz
75
85
MS
MS
JLm/ TfcCt-HOl 0<-.V 6-141
P/4=MLlv4X *
sales / technical support (916) 624-8333 fax (916) 624-8003
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Using the LTC1298 12-bit Analog to Digital Converter
LTC1286/LTC1298
CORVRTR RnDmUlTIPlXfi CHflflflCTRISTICS (Note 5)
PARAMETER CONDITIONS
LTC128S
MIN TYP MAX
LTC1298
MIN TYP MAX UNITS
Resolution (No Missing Codes} 12 12 Bits
Integral Linearity Error (Note 6) 3/4 2 3/4 2 LSe
Differential Linearity Error 1/4 +3/4 1/4 3/4 LSB
Offset Error 3/4 3 3/4 3 LSB
Gain Error 2 8 2 8 LSB
Analog Input Range (Note 7 and 8) -0.05V to Vcc + 0.05V V
REF Input Range (LTC1286)
(Notes 7. 8. and 9)
4.5 < Vcc s 5.5V
5.5V < Vcc s 9V
1.5V to VCc + 0.05V
1.5V to 5.55V
V
V
Analog Input Leakage Current (Nate 10) 1 , 1 uA
DIGITAL RflD DC lCTRICfll CHARACTCRISTICS (Note 5)
SYMBOL PARAMETER CONDITIONS MIN TYP MAX UNITS
V|H High Level Input Voltage Vcc = 5 25V 2 V
vIL Low Level Input Voltage Vcc = 4.75V 0.8 V
>IH High Level Input Current V|N = VCC 2.5 MA
lIL Low Level Input Current V|N = 0V -2.5 M*
V0H High Level Output Voltage Vcc = 4.75V. l0 = 10uA
Vcc 4.75V, lo * 360uA
4.0 4.64
2.4 4 62
V
V
Vol Low Level Output Voltage Vrc = 4.75V, l0 = 1 6mA 0.4 V
'oz Hi-Z Output Leakage CS = High 3 MA
ISOURCE Output Source Current Vout = OV -25 mA
'sink Output Sink Current VouT = Vcc 45 mA
Rref Reference Input Resistance
(LTC1286)
CS = Vcc
CS = GND
5000
55
m
ku
Iref Relerence Current (LTC1286) CS = VCC
tcycS640M5.fcLKS25kHz
Icyc " 80ms. Iclk = 200kHz
0.001 2.5
90 140
90 140
MA
uA
lA
Ice Supply Current Cl = Vcc 0.001 3.0 uA
LTC1286, Icyc 2 640ms. Iclk i 25kHz
LTC1286. Lcyc 80ms, fCLK = 200kHz
200 400
250 500
ma
uA
LTC1298. teve 2 720|is, Iclk 25kHz
LTC1298. tCvc = 90ms, IClk = 200kHz
290 490
340 640
uA
MA
DV fi flfTJIC ACCURRCV Ismpl =. (LTC1286), lSMPl * 11.1kHz (LTC1298) (Nate 5)
SYMBOL PARAMETER CONDITIONS MIN TYP MAX UNITS
S/(N +D) Signal-to-Noise Plus Distortion Ratio 1kHz/7kHz Input Signal 71/68 dB
THO Tola/ Harmonic Distortion (Up to 5th Harmonic) 1kHz/7kHz Input Signal -84/-80 dB
SFOR Spurious-Free Dynamic Range 1 kHz/7kHz Inpul Signal 90/86 dB
Peak Harmonic or Spurious Noise 1kHz/7kHzlnpul Signal -90/-86 dB
6-142 XTUI
FVR44/4X I
sales / technical support (916) 624-8333 fax (916) 624-8003
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Appendix Q: Load Cell Specifications
A. L. DESIGN, INC.
1411 Military Road
Buffalo, NY 14217-1395
1999
CATALOG
15.
ALD-MLD
THE A. L. DESIGN MLD-MINIATURE DISC LOAD CELL
SPECIFICATIONS
Output Resistance:
Input Resistance:
Excitation:
Sensitivity:
Non-linearity:
Hystersis:
Compensated Temp. Range:
Safe Overload:
Ultimate Overload:
Zero Balance:
rsi irsi<
350 Ohms (nominal)
350 Ohms (nominal)
10VDCorAC
Norn. 2. MV/V At Cap.
0.15%F.S.
0.15%F.S.
15F- 150F
150% Rated Capacity
250% Rated Capacity
Better Than 1% F.S
A. L Design offers a small load cell design. It is useful in a wide variety of applications with
minimal space and high capacity requirement. Excellent long-term stability and reliability over
rugged operating conditions are realized by this miniature load cell. High quality strain gages,
precision gaging techniques, and all stainless steel construction assure excellent operating
characteristics.
Available in a compression only model, the A. L Design Miniature Load Cell can be equipped
with all of the basic features of large load cells including: mechanical overload stops,
stabilizing diaphragms, precision calibration, and pressure compensation. High temperature
options are available up to 450F or even higher for special designs. Special low temperature
options are also available to 4k.
ALD-MLD MINIATURE DISC LOAD CELL
50- 1,000 gm.
5-100 lbs.
250 -1,000 lbs.
Load Range Lin. & Hys. D B H A
Strain
Gage
50, 150, 250, 500.
1000 gms
0.15% F.S. 1.00" 3500 Foil I
5, 10, 25, 50,
100 lbs.
0.10% F.S.
1.00"
.125
35011 Foil I
250,500, 1000 lbs 0 15% F.S.
1.00" 350Q Foil I
NOTE: If capacity is 10.lbs or less the
material is aluminum.
u
^j-7so
Z3
_i
CONICAL
SURFACE
.25
~I X_ 3 FT.
CABLE
Inquiries for custom installations are welcome. (716) 875-6240 FAX (716) 875-2404
Rev 3/98 Prices are F.O.B. Buffalo. NY, Net 30 Days.
A . i_ . L> tE S I GN , I t 4C .
1 4 1 i MILITARY ROAD
BUFFALO , i-JEW YORK, 1421
U.S.A.
< 7 1 <. > 875-6240
FAX: (716)875-2404
;HIj r-hUGRAri BY A. L.DESIGN, INC. CALCULATES THE
NUN LlNt-Akln. HYSTERESIS. REPEATABILITY. AND
bsi fit straight lime through the actual
calibration points of this transducer
OUR CALIBRATION STANDARDS ARE TRACEABLE TO THE N.I.S.T., (NBS) .
i'QtTERs ROCHESTER INST. OF TECH.
ROCHESTER , N . Y . 1 4623-5.60 8
THIS CALIBRATION SHEET SHOWS THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE TRANSDUCER
QaTE : 05/24/9?
MODEL : ALD-MICRO
SERIAL NO. : >>0562
LAhAL.iT! = 10 LBS
EXC I ThT I ON = 10 VOLTS DC
RESISTANCE BETWEEN RED & BLACK WIRES =366 OHMS NOMINAL
RESISTANCE BETWEEN WHITE & GREEN WIRES= 350 OHMS NOMINAL
SAFE OVERLOAD = 150a OF RATED CAPACITY
ULTIMATE OVERLOAD = 250X OF RATED CAPACITY
NOMINAL TEMPERATURE EFFECT ON RATED OUTPUT (15-115 deo.F) *
= 0.08* / deg.F OF RATED OUTPUT
NOMINAL TEMPERATURE EFFECT ON ZERO BALANCE (15-115 deo.F;' *
= 0.08K / deo.F OF RATED OUTPUT
* THIS DOES NOT APPLY TO GAGED BOLTS
OR TRANSDUCERS MADE OF MATERIALS OTHER THAN
i?-4PH STAINLESS STEEL.
STRAIN GAGE TEMPERATURE LIMITS FOR HIGH/LOW TEMP. OPTION.
HIGH TEMP. = t450 degrees F. LOW TEMP. = -452 degrees F.
THESE TEMPERATURE EFFECTS ARE FOR FOIL STRAIN GAGES ONLY.
SEMICONDUCTOR STRAIN GAGES HAVE HIGHER TEMPERATURE SENSITIVITY
NUMBER OF CALIBRATION POINTS IS : 10
i-ii nu lOaD. INDICATOR OUTPUT READS 0 mV
D.yN_ftl RUN r*
POINT ujaD "iRAN;LLi'J-.,LK uUTF'U'l POINT
* 2 LBS 4.0& mv #6
32 L LbS 12. H #7
*-> 10 Lbb 20 ^ 31 iiiV #3
*-' 2 LcS 4,0? mv tflO 2 LBS
CHARACTERISTICS PARTICULAR
TO THIS TRANSDUCER ARE :
NuN LINEARITY = t/- .12 % F.S.
nWL-3{S +/- ,09 X F.S.
- 20. J mV
LOAD i RAr JSDUCEF : OUTPU
2 LBS 4.07 mv
6 LBS 12.15 mv
10 LBS 20.31 mV
S LBS 12. IS iTlV
i'li-iU-il-JD I CL
j_.
'
i_j_i INbi Oi-Vi Of-: :ER0 UFFVEI = v mv
BEST FIT STRAIGHT lINE IS :
mx) = 7.14 + (2.02S
EQUATION SYMBOLS Afit f(;-;)=mv OUTPUT, x=LOAE
COEFFICIENT OF CORRELATION = .999
CALCULATED VALUES USING THE BEST FIT
STRAIGHT LINE THROUGH THE EXPERIMENTAL
POINTS-
POINT LOAD TRANSDUCER OUTPUT
ttl i LBS 2 mV
2 2 LbS t . 1 mV
k_, "- u-SL l.I mV
?4 ;+ Lbu 3.1 mv
h:.. L-iS 10.1 mV
ef-:i :- LBS 12.2 mV
', i_t:3 14.2 iTlV
r?b S LBS 16.2
iTi'v1
w'i ': lBc IS. 3 mV
HUNT CAL I BRAT I ON DATA
LOAD CELL SERIAL NO. = 99056:
C..-.L.L i AliUN
HUNT CONNECTION
. l 1 i ri ! i UN
GNAl. OUTPUT
200000 UHfT-
10 Vdc
4 .06 mv
RED and WHITE
i+)RED ana (-) BLACK
(+) WHITE and (-) GREEN
rii-N USING AN ALU-nlNi-uTC TENSION/COMPRESSION LOAD CELL THE SMOOTH FLAT SURFACE SHOULD
NOT TOUCH ANiYHlNb. THE OTHER SIDE WITH THE CIRCLE NEAR THE OUTER EDGE IS THE BASE. IT
iS Ok TO riCUNT OTHER FARTS TO IT AND TO TOUCH THIS SURFACE ONLY.
when connect uks are supplild.
CONNECTOR PIN ASSIGNMENTS ARE:
h = Black \-> excitation
B = WHITE k + > SIGNAL
C = RED \*> EXCITATION
D = GREEN '-.-,' i I GNAl
GREEN
.'350 OHM".
"
. BRG .
*
"
'
SIGNAL
WHITE
RED BLACK
EXCITATION
INTERNAL WHEATSTONE BRIDGE
COMPUTED TRANSDUCER OUTPUT VS. LOAD
i .... i
i .... i I .... !
